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CHAPTER I
IDEOLOGY AND THE DEFINITION
OF THE JUNIOR COLLEGE
INTRODUCTION
Between 1900 and 1940 the public junior college in the United
States experienced rapid, even revolutionary development. 1 In turn this
growth engendered an extensive literature, particularly after the
creation of a professional organization, the American Association of
Junior Colleges (AAJC), in 1920. 2 Publication of the AAJC's official
organ, the Junior College Journal was initiated a decade later in 1930. 3
The onset of the junior college was accompanied by no clear
mission, set of criteria, nor theoretical framework.

One is hard

pressed to establish an unambiguous purpose for the first public junior
college at Joliet, Illinois, or elsewhere. 4 There are numerous
justifications, explanations, and interpretations in the professional
and scholarly literature, 5 but they are as a whole inconsistent and even
contradictory.

They clearly have an after-the-fact quality and as often

as not, the explanation offered serves to justify the agenda of the
particular author.
There is a fairly pronounced shift in the types of purposes
affirmed by writers on the junior college between the years 1900 to 1920
and 1920 to 1940.

With some uniformity, writers in the earlier period

see the junior college as a stepping-stone to university study.

After

1920 an ideology that promoted the terminal function of the junior
1

2

college dominated the literature, particularly the official literature
of the AAJC.

This shift is not dramatic but gradual; and the two views

are rarely treated as mutually exclusive, but the change in emphasis is
readily apparent. 6
What is not apparent is the relationship between the focus of
the national literature and the reality of some 250 public junior
colleges established by 1940.

For all the books, articles, and speeches

advocating terminal education, there is little visible impact on actual
junior colleges.

In almost every case, the transfer function remains

the obvious and dominant function of nearly all junior colleges, whether
we consider enrollment, curriculum, or geographic distributions of
junior colleges.

Even for the most ardent promoters of junior college

terminal education, there is a dissonance, as subdued as the authors can
make it, that actual junior colleges operated far from the terminal
model espoused by national writers and that the relative popularity of
transfer in comparison to terminal education did not change
significantly as the years went on. 7
The disjuncture between the models of theorists and the reality
of junior college programs raises a number of significant historical and
interpretive issues.

Why was there a disjuncture?

What motivated the

leadership of the national junior college movement to promote terminal
education if actual junior colleges were resistant to that message?
Given near uniformity in support of terminal education in the national
literature, what accounts for the relatively poor development of
terminal programs in junior colleges?
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If the difference between leadership ideology and actual junior
college practice is real as well as apparent, there will be two sets of
problems to pursue.

The first problem involves the national leadership

of the junior college movement.

What accounts for their determined

pursuit of a terminal program emphasis? The social origins of the
group, their motives, the reward structure of the profession, and other
factors influenced their perceptions and attitudes towards education and
the junior college.

As a group they promoted a program which they

themselves sometimes admitted had weak public appeal.

Yet their support

for the terminal program remained strong until after the Second World
War.
The second problem concerns the nature and operation of junior
colleges between 1900 and 1940.

Like the junior colleges themselves,

the information needed is geographically dispersed.

Little scholarly

writing is available on individual junior colleges.

The available

information on individual colleges is incidental to the larger
literature or lost in the gross national and state figures put out by
the AAJC or the U.S. Bureau of Education.

However unsatisfactory the

available information, some conclusions can be drawn from the material.
The problem can also be illuminated by a broader consideration of
American attitudes toward education in general and higher education in
particular.
CONTEMPORARY PROBLEMS IN DEFINING THE TWO-YEAR COLLEGE
While this study is concerned with the history of an earlier
period, it is important to understand that a failure in the definition
of the junior/community college continues after 1940.

Problems in
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definition of the junior/community college and confusion over its
mission are not restricted to the first forty years of its existence.
In 1985 Jennings Wagoner wrote:
Because of significant shifts in focus and direction that have
occurred over time, throughout much of its history, the
junior/community college has been uncertain of its identity, unsure
of its place in the post-secondary commMnity, and unable to
determine its institutional priorities.
Tillery and Deegan talk of the "identity crisis" of the community
college. 9 George Vaughan worried over the "vacuum (that) exists between
rhetoric and mission" in the community college. 10 And, in the nearest
thing to a comprehensive work on the community college, The American
Community College, Arthur Cohen and Florence Brawer summarize by saying,
"It may be best to characterize community colleges as untraditional ." 11
In a 1985 book, The Neglected Majority, Dale Parnell, president
of the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges (originally
AAJC), developed many arguments that echo the literature on the junior
college in the 1930s.

Neglected Majority illustrates that the issues

raised in this study are still not completely resolved.

He essentially

recommends that the junior college be extended downward to include the
junior and senior high school years.

Doing so, he says, will serve the

majority of high school students who are above unskilled jobs in
ability, but who will never achieve the baccalaureate or higher
degrees. 12
There is also a literature highly critical of the community
college, alleging that it operates to disadvantage those already at the
lower socio-economic levels.

L. Steven Zwerling in Second Best and The

Community College and Its Critics 13 provides evidence, of varying
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quality, that community colleges currently reinforce class distinctions
and by inadvertence or design track lower socio-economic students into
less desired positions.

This Marxian critique was not found in the

earlier period of junior college history, but it is nonetheless
revealing of some of the larger social issues that have affected
perceptions and debate revolving around the junior/community college. 14
The unresolved debate over the nature of the junior/community
college suggests an unresolved structural conflict in the social system
that is reflected in this branch of the educational system.

The tone

and quality of the dissonance have continued through nearly eighty
years.

Even contemporary Marxist attacks on the community college seem

to echo George S. Counts' criticism of the public high schools. 15

It is

also significant that even though left-wing attacks on the junior
college were not common in the period of study, at least one author
reflected a sensitivity to the issue. 16
SOURCES OF THE JUNIOR COLLEGE MOVEMENT
One other introductory issue must be considered before an
analysis of the general problem can be made.

It is very rare for any

writer on the junior college to show a serious historical interest in
the origins of the movement.

Typically a few generalizations are made

as to formative figures, usually prominent personalities in higher
education, who played a role in initiating the movement.

This outline

information is passed from author to author in those few introductory or
survey studies of the junior college.
themes that exist.

There are, however, two basic

One theme has the character of a "great-man" theory.

It credits some university figure, usually William Rainey Harper, with
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playing a role in initiating the junior college idea.

Cohen and Brawer

and many earlier authors also mention Folwell of Minnesota, James of
Illinois and David Starr Jordan of Stanford.

In the 1960s, one Illinois

community college was named after William Rainey Harper even though
Ratcliff could find little influence from these university figures in
the founding of early junior colleges he studied. 17 It is certainly
credible that these men and others played a role in stimulating the
junior college movement.

However, the motives of some, particularly

Harper, had less to do with spreading collegiate education than
promoting the emergent university as a bastion of the select.

Harper's

installation of a "junior college" at the University of Chicago reveals
his interest. 18
The second motive commonly found in the literature, in unadorned
form in the earliest writing of the twentieth century, is that the
junior college was created to help those in communities far removed from
other state and private higher education.
is an outstanding example.

C. l. Mclane writing in 1913

Mclane founded the first junior college in

California at Fresno in 1911.

He wrote that outside of Stanford and the

University of California (then only at Berkeley) "the state is without
university advantages."

He pointedly compared the situation in

California with the eastern seaboard.

Mclane's sense of competition

with other regions is clear and like many writers on the junior college,
he assumed that expanding education is an advantage to the state and to
individuals. 19
The two most common motives put forward for the junior college
movement--the needs of communities and the influence of great thinkers--
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are rarely analyzed, often combined in the literature, and never treated
as if they are in conflict.

Were junior colleges created as popular

access points for upward mobility, or were junior colleges intended to
channel students into occupations which would not be competitive with
university graduates? The uncritical and unexamined adoption of both
explanations is symptomatic of the difficulty found in the junior
college literature.

Description and promotional efforts dominate most

of the writing on the junior colleges.

When the literature touches on

theory or general models, which is not common, it tends to vagueness and
imprecision.

Although this is unsatisfactory, it is also suggestive.

The junior college literature is so consistently vague at certain levels
that this condition is likely to indicate a significant source of
conflict that can help explain the dissonance found between the theory
and practice of the junior college 1902 to 1940.

LEADERSHIP IDEOLOGY ANO HISTORICAL ANALYSIS
A source of this conflict is found in the ideological
propositions of those national leaders who wrote and spoke on the junior
college movement.

Their position was that the junior college was a

secondary institution and, therefore, should emphasize terminal
education if not concentrate on it to the exclusion of the transfer
function.

Their social outlook and motives for this position run

counter to certain broader public values that will be examined.
Carl Kaestle decries the paucity of ideological analysis by
historians of education.

Kaestle defines ideology as a set of coherent,

compatible propositions concerning human nature and society that provide
individuals with a point of view from which interpretations can be made
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and action can be taken. 20 The ideology defines the individual's values
and, hence, provides a judgement on what is in the individual's and
society's best interests.

From this perspective, ideology is equivalent

to social outlook.
The effective analysis of ideology is required, if it is to be
used for historical purposes.

This analysis includes the definition of

terms, the enumeration of the ideology's propositions, and the
identification of those who believed it.

Ideological propositions can

then be used in historical analysis through the exploration of the
rhetorical functions of the ideas in public discourse.
The leadership ideology of the junior college movement is a set
of propositions shared among many, if not most, educational leaders in
the first half of the twentieth century.

The propositions of the

leadership are rarely stated explicitly, but are inherent in many
program proposals put forward by the national figures of the junior
college movement.
One proposition was that America had achieved.its destiny in
world leadership, but that the struggle to maintain this position and
American values was permanent.

Another belief was that industrial

growth and the development of technology were unmitigated positives in
themselves.

Social and economic change, inherent in industrialization,

however, caused certain unavoidable social stresses which it was the
responsibility of education, in part, to moderate.
Other propositions were related to the social order appropriate
to an industrial society which was also a world power.

Social order,

cooperation, and subordination were essential properties in an effective

9
. t 21
soc1e
y.

It was also believed that people differed in their natural

ability levels and that these differences were scientifically
measurable. 22 A less explicit proposition appeared to be that these
differences were inherent in people and were probably reflected in the
class and racial structure of society. 23
Great emphasis was placed on traditional middle class values:
hard work, probity, family, religiosity, honesty, political
participation, politeness, proper dress, good manners, social
graciousness, civility, and frugality.

Victories were counted when

members of lower classes were "raised'' to this level of culture.
Another proposition of this ideology was that socially productive
activities were not natural and must be cultivated by social
institutions.

People would naturally be anti-social if not educated.

For those in the junior college movement, the last proposition
of the ideology was the capstone of the others.

It was that education

and educators played a critical role in molding citizens to meet the
needs of society.

These propositions will be illustrated in the course

of this study.
From these propositions, the national leadership of the junior
college movement created or utilized a lexicon appropriate to its
vision.

The vocabulary included terminal education, the

semiprofessions, social efficiency, social intelligence, civic
education, and other terms.

These terms established a rhetoric that

referred only indirectly to the propositions on which this terminology
was based.
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Kaestle emphasizes the importance of coherence and
comprehensiveness in the development of an ideology.
to internal consistency.

Coherence refers

Comprehensiveness suggests the ability of the

propositions to cover relevant elements in the world external to the
ideology. 24 The ideology of the junior college leaders failed to
account for ideological factors in the larger society which had to do
with status needs, competition for position, and access to social
mobility.

On one level, the history of the junior college movement,

before 1940, is the history of conflicting ideological propositions.

In

the end, this conflict required the national leadership to overhaul its
rhetoric and dispose of certain terms and ideas which the larger public
rejected.
ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
The nature of the literature on the junior college between 1902
and 1940 influences the presentation of material in the study.

There is

a large volume of material describing individual programs, curriculum,
specific disciplines, and administrative problems.
ideology, theory, and general concepts is sparse.

Material on
The Junior College

Journal is the largest single source for material on the junior college.
The Journal includes a large number of short notices, unsigned reports
and anecdotal information.

Additionally there are substantial amounts

of gross data and statistical analysis.

This was because the

statistical approach to social information enjoyed high professional
respect in this period.
Taken together, all this material offers a rich body of
information.

Its usefulness, however, is limited in relation to the
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subject at hand.

Information on philosophy, ideology, and theory is

seldom direct, and this requires that the research draw inferences from
incidental material with all the dangers and limitations that that
implies.

For this reason considerable time must be spent on extracting

an ideology from the data and explaining its origins.
The social origins of the leadership ideology are explored.
There is a particular emphasis on social factors outside of the
educational system that created the social environment within which
education worked.

Data on occupational changes in this forty-year

period is of particular interest for two reasons.

Junior college

educators themselves were moving into one of the new occupations which
were in the process of development.

This factor itself affected the

group's perceptions of problems and issues.

Secondly, social conditions

and occupational specializations provided junior college educators with
a major focus for educational programming.

To some degree the

educational implications of increased occupational specializations
appear to be an artifice of the junior college educator.
Next, the vision of the public junior college by the national
leadership is examined.

There is a concentration on the 1930s because

most material is available from that period, but also because a sense of
self-consciousness is more highly developed among junior college
professionals by that time.

Terminal education is given special

emphasis because of the major role it came to play in the junior college
ideology.
Chapter Four examines the organization of junior colleges in
terms of their program offerings and sources of support and opposition.
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The geographic evolution and distribution of public junior college has
often been noted.

It is suggested here that the distribution of junior

colleges reflects significant demographic and social factors in those
regions.
Another area of analysis is student enrollment in terms of
particular curriculums and the social backgrounds of students where that
is known.

The data and anecdotal remarks reveal that student interests

and demand were at considerable variance with the leadership ideology.
Finally, rhetorical problems with the leadership ideology are examined
as they relate to the social reality of enrollment, status sensitivity
of junior college personnel, and factors of geographic distribution.
Issues in the Institutional Development of the Junior College
The lack of definition of the junior college and the impact of
voluntary attendance probably made the junior colleges more sensitive to
social context than the highly bureaucratized public school system or
the more prestigious baccalaureate colleges and universities.

For this

reason the junior college may operate as a window on the American
educational system revealing more about the social role of education
than other elements of the system.

For example, the high school was

sanctioned by state law and its capstone and preparatory qualities are
apparent to the general population.
college.

This was not true for the junior

Likewise, the social status of the university and its presumed

role in society of educating an elite and creating new knowledge served
to insulate the university from the kinds of challenges junior colleges
could face at any economic downturn.

Local junior college leaders were
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highly sensitive to the need for justifying the existence of junior
colleges.
There is considerable evidence that social stratification was no
small issue in the minds of junior college leaders although, in a
typical American fashion, they avoided explicit consideration of the
issue.

Given their own tenuous social position and their sensitivity to

the role of their institutions, the leadership's interest in issues of
social stratification is unsurprising.
The values and attitudes of western and mid-western states,
emphasizing freedom and upward mobility, had an impact on national
educational policy.

While the national leadership promoted the junior

college as a terminal institution, actual development of junior colleges
contradicted this program in western states where they developed.

This

character influenced the wider national movement in junior/community
colleges that emerged after World War II.
In terms of professional status, the national leaders and local
community college presidents are of particular concern.

There is some

reason to believe that their attitudes toward terminal education were
derived from a strongly hierarchical view of society that found
expression in a strongly hierarchical view of occupational structure.
The invention and use of the term "semi-professional" suggests an
attempt to create a status category as much as an occupational category.
One other perspective is used to explore the evolution of junior
colleges before 1940.

The peculiar geographic distribution of public

junior colleges in this period has usually been explained as a response
to greater innovativeness in western states or as a natural attempt to
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compensate for the large number of private colleges and universities in
the east.

Neither explanation is particularly convincing by itself.

Rather a demographic and population density issue is suggested as
contributory.

The growth of junior colleges appears to occur in states

which experienced significant population growth between 1870 and 1920 by
way of internal migration as opposed to foreign immigration.

It is not

suggested that this factor alone produced this result, but did so in
conjunction with other influences.

Examples of such states would be

Oklahoma, Kansas, Iowa, Missouri, Texas, and California.

The internal

migration of opportunity-seeking traditional European peoples appears to
have created local small town demands for access to higher education.
It will be argued that public junior colleges grew in certain
areas because of public interest in and demand for access to higher
education based on the quest for upward mobility.

This motive was at

significant variance with the program of terminal education espoused by
the national junior college leadership.

The national program promoted

by the professional leaders of the movement had its origins largely in
their needs to establish and protect a place for junior colleges and for
themselves as a group in the hierarchy of the national educational
system.

This dissonance in the two perspectives helps define the course

of junior/community college development.

Ultimately the national

leadership was forced to abandon a terminology which was incompatible
with popular goals, although it is not so clear that the program
associated with the terminology suffered the same fate.
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CHAPTER II
SOCIAL CHANGE AND EDUCATION, 1900-1940
INTRODUCTION
Rapid social change occurred in the United States between 1900
and 1940.

This change was induced by industrialization and economic

development.

Profound structural changes in American society resulted

in great social stress.

The social changes appeared most profoundly to

the majority of citizens not in the statistics of gross national product
nor the growth of technological inventions but in the dramatic
occupational changes that faced fathers and sons and mothers and
daughters.

Agricultural pursuits which had dominated occupational

opportunities declined in importance as newer and ever more specialized
occupations grew in number and in demand for workers.
With the change in types and numbers of occupations and their
focus in towns and cities, other elements of the social structure also
changed.

Residence patterns, family structure, inheritance traditions,

property holding, and other structures departed markedly from patterns
in the immediate past.

Physical mobility, immigration, internal

migration, access to status roles, and other changes consequent to these
structural changes produced social stress.

Like other social

institutions, education reacted to this stress and developed an ideology
and program to deal with it.

The invention of the junior college and

its program can be understood as a response to this stress.

17
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Status competition was a familiar element in American society
and the changes occurring with industrialization exacerbated this
element.

This status competition gave rise to demands for education as

a form of certification in occupational competition.

Status competition

affected educators directly as well and influenced the relationship
among staff in high school, junior college, and university. The general
recognition by public and educators that access to occupations and
social mobility were closely tied together in the new economy led to
rapid growth in all levels of education.

The desire of secondary

educators to broaden the services of the high school and the desire of
university leaders to serve only "select" groups of students created a
place for a new educational institution within the system.

Among

educators themselves, career opportunities, status competition, and
professional prestige played no small role in the attitudes of secondary
educators, junior college staff, and university officials.

These

elements would weave a complex fabric in the evolution of the junior
college.
Industrial and commercial growth and the consequent need
for training and education dominated the thinking of many twentieth
century educators.

It was widely understood that an effectively trained

labor force was critical to economic growth.

This view produced a human

resources model among American educators who debated policy.

It

affected the thinking of elementary, secondary, and higher education
officials. 1
While educators focused on the need for developing human
resources for economic growth, they also feared the instability caused
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by the rapid economic and technological changes. The economic growth of
the United States caused enormous changes in occupational and
residential patterns.

Increases in wealth were distributed very

differentially between succeeding generations and between different
social groupings.

The combination of these changes caused social

relationships between individuals and social groups to alter rapidly or
at least to appear to alter rapidly to observers of the day. These
changes were commonly viewed as dislocations and threats to social
stability.

Commentary on crime, social justice, economic fairness, the

loss of values, monopolists, and radicals found its way into literature
at every level from the yellow press to erudite journals.
not escape these concerns.

Education did

On the contrary these concerns gave shape to

educators' perceptions. 2
The need to educate for economic development and the fear of
social instability dominated educational planning.

That these two

issues were related was variously understood by educators.

John Dewey,

for example, had profound insights into this dilemma. 3 Other writers
gave little evidence of being consciously aware of changes in American
society as they debated platoon schools, dual systems, teaching methods
for mathematics, or education for life.
These perspectives gave impetus for educational development at
every level from preschool to the university.

In some ways the junior

college reflected these cross currents more than other institutions.
Because one of its problems was finding a place for itself as a nontraditional unit, the junior college was perhaps more attuned than the
university or grade school to perceived social change.
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SOCIAL CONCERNS OF EDUCATORS
Frederick Bair's study of school superintendents, published in
1934, is helpful in demonstrating the concerns of secondary educators,
including junior college leaders.

Many junior college presidents and

the leading national figures had strong secondary and elementary
backgrounds.

The concerns of educators, presented by Bair, turn out to

be a rather unremarkable list of those items that were widely discussed
in the popular press.

Superintendents read popular journals,

educational journals, newspapers, popular books and little else.

The

amount of reading of specialized studies in discipline areas outside of
education, and monographs in fields other than education was very small.
Other than reading professional journals in education, superintendents
seemed to differ little in their reading habits from what would be
expected in the generally educated public.

Because public school

origins of junior college presidents were the rule, the social
understandings of superintendents, pictured in Bair, are undoubtedly a
good sample of those of junior college presidents. 4
The reading tastes and social concerns of presidents and
superintendents appear conventional as should be expected from any group
whose security of position depended on good local social relations. In
terms of their social concerns there does not appear to be much
difference between local junior college presidents and the national
leadership of the junior college movement.

The social concerns of

educators frequently surface in their writings. 5 Unemployment, law and
order, economic growth, are frequently interwoven into discussions of
curriculum or school organization.

Concerns with general ideas of
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social stability and order have already been mentioned.

Levels of

social sophistication vary considerably among various writers, but the
range of concerns tends to be narrow.
Bagley and Adams:

The Quest for Stability

A fair example of these social concerns can be seen in William

c.

Bagley.

Bagley, who was a supporter of junior college education, was

also a critic of the progressive education movement and later labored
under the banner of the essentialists.

Despite his conservatism, his

views and social concerns were widely shared by educators.

Bagley was

concerned with the "revolt of youth" and reminded his audience that the
most important problem of his day was crime.

In pointing out the

sources of crime, he listed diverse standard of conduct caused by
immigration and "racial, sectional, occupational, cultural, and
religious differences."
in America.

There was, he said, a tradition of lawlessness

Increased wealth was a "moral hazard" and the increase in

the spirit of individualism posed a threat.
cause of crime was mobility.
physical mobility.

But most important as a

He did not mean social mobility but

The tendency of people to move around removed all

the usual "inhibitions and repressions that go with a settled abode."
This was the most important problem for "educational efficiency."
Bagley was explicit that the crucial problem of American education was
to correct this tendency "to looseness and softness." 6
Although Bagley attacked the "freedom-theory of education," by
which he meant progressive education, his concerns were really not far
removed from those of Dewey with whom he served at Teacher's Cpllege,
Columbia University.

Dewey, although more liberal than Bagley, was also
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concerned with social stability.

Dewey saw the need for education to

build a social system based on democratic principles.

In one sense he

was as anxious to mold children's minds as Bagley and for the same
overall social purpose of producing a stable yet evolving society.

Few

educators would have taken ideological positions very far removed from
Bagley's. 7
Bagley had occasion to refer to the works of James Truslow
Adams.

Such references to popular authors are not unusual in the more

general writings of educators.
prominent social commentator.

Adams was a popularizer of history and a
His themes in Our Business Civilization

reveal clearly the kinds of social fears and concerns typically
expressed by many in the emerging professional classes in America.
Adams was critical of American business.
was crass.

Its emphasis on money

Differences in wealth created social problems.

His

strongest venom, however, was reserved for the plight of the
intellectual elite, ''its clergymen, its teachers, and writers," who
suffered undue hardship in comparison with the businessmen of great
wealth.

In his eyes, merit was not rewarded by the American economic

system. It was not that the poor are downtrodden, because for Adams it
was clear that differences in ability mark off the lower classes, but
those who deal in ideas are disadvantaged as compared to the
materialistic business class.

The concern of the "average man" is that

a "cook who cost $30 a month (in 1917) ... costs $75 now, that a suit of
clothes which cost $28 then costs at the same store $74 now."

His

concern was the relative deprivation of status of "the country's
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spiritual and intellectual leadership."

The sensitivity to

stratification conflict is apparent. 8
Concerns with lawlessness and the de-stabilizing effects of
physical mobility are borrowed directly by Bagley.

He is clear that

education for "leadership" must necessarily be different than that for
the lower classes.

Education has too much of a leveling effect, and for

Adams, democracy itself has serious limitations.

Adams' concerns with

status inequity and social stability are clearly part of the ideological
concern of a great many professional educators including many in the
junior college movement.

This kind of anecdotal evidence is supported

by a variety of other evidence.

The stresses that gave rise to fears

like those of Adams and Bagley can be identified in the patterns of
economic growth and social change taking place in the United States.
OCCUPATIONAL CHANGE AND ITS EFFECT ON STATUS ALLOCATION
The concerns of Bagley and Adams were not groundless fears of
reactionaries opposing any change.

The nature of social and economic

life was undergoing revolutionary change.

The power of hindsight should

show us that the success of republican values was far from assured.

The

rise of communism and fascism in Europe and the economic collapse of the
Great Depression are retrospective confirmation that Bagley and Adams
had reasonable concerns.

The triumph of democratic values, the rule of

law, traditional freedoms, and economic security were by no means
assured.
The first forty years of the twentieth century marked a
continuing revolution in the social structure of the United States.
Communications had been revolutionized and demographic patterns were
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fundamentally altered.

Industrial production had dramatically

increased, and occupational patterns showed little correlation to the
period before 1900.

Not only had new occupations emerged since 1900--

auto repair, radio engineer, pilot, and economist--but the structure of
employment had changed.
increased threefold.

The number of government employees had

The size of firms had increased.

Specialization

altered the organizational structure of business and sex patterns of
occupations began to shift.

Moreover, the general rise in economic

production increased the standard of living and produced an expectation
of continued expansion--a vision only briefly darkened by the Great
.
9
Depression.

Wealth and Social Mobility
The great wealth produced by this economic growth was, of
course, not evenly distributed.

And what is more important, this

increase in wealth did not reflect the patterns of status and power
which had dominated the United States in the previous century.

The

United States was characterized, before 1900, by a political system
based on small agricultural market towns where the leadership was
normally a small group of merchants, businessmen, lawyers, doctors, and
county judges.
clearly eroding.

By the end of the nineteenth century this model was
The concentration of wealth occasioned by industrial

growth overwhelmed not only the small town but also its power elite.
The rapid economic expansion and its consequences on the social
structure of the United States produced, among other things a political
movement called progressivism.

The progressives feared both tbe power

of great corporations and the masses of immigrants.

The progressive
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program was intended to preserve economic individualism and political
democracy as they understood it--essentially the values and structure of
America's small towns.

They were opposed equally to mobocracy and to

.
hy. 10
o1 igarc

While an income of a few thousand dollars and some education
above high school might have sufficed to achieve an adequate level of
deference and power in a small town around 1890, by 1910 the rise in
educational level, incomes for businessmen in the tens of thousands of
dollars, and the concentration of wealth and political power in cities
had changed the relative position of the older educated elite of
minister, lawyer, doctor, and judge.
A comparison of ministers and college teachers will illustrate
the dynamics of the changes in occupational structure.

At the end of

the Civil War ministers were accorded high status and deference, if not
much income.

College professors were few in number, widely dispersed

and had no significant role in general social life.

After 1900, the

numbers of college presidents, faculty, and administrators grew rapidly
while the ratio of ministers to the general population was in decline.
The professoriate had substantially passed ministers in status.

This

changing relationship of occupational status played itself out many
times at many levels as economic growth stimulated increased
specialization and the development of new occupations which had somehow
a claim to a greater share of the wealth resulting from increases in
production.
Education, which had largely been seen as a mode for creating
responsible citizens or filling a few professions, took on a different
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aspect.

Education for citizenship was not lost, but, increasingly,

education for work came to play an equal, and for some a dominant, role
in education.

Vocationalism also came to play a major role in the

growth of higher education.

Again, the older goal of liberal arts

education was not replaced but was forced to make room for schools of
engineering, medicine, pharmacy, agriculture, and others.

Graduate

schools offered not only training in liberal arts subjects but offered
vocational specialties in business, the physical sciences, education,
and a growing number of fields.
Rural/Urban Transformations
Changes in the social structure of rural America can be easily
seen in the demographics of agricultural residence and employment.
Rural population declined as a percentage of national totals.

Some

predominantly rural states experienced absolute as well as relative
population declines after 1920.

These include Montana, Oklahoma,

Kansas, Nebraska, South Dakota, North Dakota, and Vermont.

Oklahoma,

Kansas, and Nebraska were three states that showed significant
development of junior colleges in the course of this decline.

Public

junior colleges, in fact, grew in the less economically advanced
areas. 11
The decline in economic opportunity in rural areas leaves no
doubt as to the motives for rural to urban migration.

Statistics

confirm the impressions expressed at the time and anecdotal evidence
that opportunity in rural America was shrinking.

It was not only a push

from rural decline but the pull of urban opportunity that stimµlated
this population shift. 12 Because the changes were rapid, many of those
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living and working in cities had been born and raised on farms or in
small towns.

Certainly this was true of junior college leadership both

local and national.

Eighty-five percent of those leaders in Bair's

study (1934) had lived on farms. 13
The progressive impulse is a reflection of this clash of
cultures; that is, between the small town values dominant in an earlier
period and the urbanization that was so clearly to be the future.

Rapid

change of this kind could be expected to produce major status issues in
the minds of those who experienced this change and especially in those
who, like educators, felt themselves in a position to produce policies
to manage such changes.
An analysis of workforce changes in this period provides more
specific information on occupational impact produced by the rapid
industrialization.

By 1940 non-agricultural employment exceeded 80

percent of the workforce.
change.

Sex and age ratios underwent significant

The percent of women in the workforce rose from 18.35 in 1900

to 24.4 percent in 1940.

The percent of women working who were married

more than doubled from 15.4 to 35.9 percent.

The number of 16 to 19

year olds in the workforce declined in absolute as well as relative
numbers from 1900 to 1940.

This decline clearly reflects the activities

of public high schools and their growth in enrollment during these
years.
A similar pattern is apparent for those 20 to 24 years old,
although the trend is less pronounced.

This college aged group

comprised 11.9 percent of the workforce in 1900 but only 9.4 percent in
1940.

While a number of factors are at work here, including
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unemployment rates, enhancement of higher education enrollments accounts
for a portion of this decline.
leaders.

This issue was raised by educational

Especially during the Depression the view was widely shared

that employment opportunities would permanently shrink, depression or no
depression, and to avoid social disturbance public school children
should be made to stay in school beyond the twelfth year. 14 This was
not only a self-interested view of junior college leaders but also such
luminaries as Robert Maynard Hutchins and Charles Judd. 15
The decline in farm work and the vast expansion in non
farm labor changed the focus of opportunity in the United States.

White

collar employment increased from 5,115,000 to 16,082,000 between 1900
and 1940.

This includes an increase of 2,645,000 in professional,

technical, and kindred workers and an increase of 3,459,000 clerical
workers in the same years.

The gross impact was overwhelming.

Between

1900 and 1940 the population of the United States was being subjected to
rapid and dramatic changes in occupational requirements.

This change

assumed equally radical residential changes and behavioral change as
well. 16
It was to this challenge and the fears it engendered that
educators were reacting in the first half of the twentieth century.

In

particular, the leaders of the junior college movement were responding
directly to the changing occupational market both in vocational training
and education for pressing citizenship skills. 17 Their response was
limited by constraints of time and tradition as well as their own social
concerns and in professional concerns and conflicts involving the larger
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educational system.

The response of educators to these social pressures

is seen in The Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education.
THE RESPONSE OF EDUCATORS TO OCCUPATIONAL AND STATUS CHANGES
The fears expressed by Bagley, Adams, and other writers grew out
of the dramatic occupational changes just outlined and their consequent
social impact.

In this context the junior college, newly emerging from

the educational developments of the period, was defined.

For national

educational leaders and the national leadership of the junior college
movement in particular, these concerns were expressed in a number of
ways.

The Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education as a seminal

document in education spoke to the concern for social stability
directly.

Alexis Lange, a leading figure in the junior college

movement, insisted strongly on "civic education" for junior college
students as an antidote to social instability and conflict.

Social

efficiency was a concept adopted by educators to carry the burden of a
variety of programs and methods intended to maintain social integration,
traditional values, and social institutions.

These elements defined the

ideological framework around which the leadership vision of the junior
college was constructed.

These issues are elegantly stated in The

Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education.
The Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education is a critical
document in the development of the junior college as it is in the
history of the high school. It reflects the educators' concerns with
changing social conditions and fears of disruption. It is in Cardinal
Principles that we find fully developed the argument for the secondary
school as a source of social stability whose function is terminal rather
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than preparatory education.

Cardinal Principles forms the ideological

backdrop for the point of view espoused by Walter Crosby Eells and other
junior college leaders.
Published in 1918, Cardinal Principles is a summative work of
great importance in the history of education and is frequently cited in
the literature.

The thirty-two page bulletin, published by the then

Bureau of Education, was produced by the Commission on the
Reorganization of Secondary Education of the National Education
Association.

The commission and its chairman, Clarence 0. Kingsley,

supervisor of state high schools in Massachusetts, attempted to lay out
clearly the purposes of secondary education.

For the commission, there

were specializing and unifying functions for secondary education.

The

overall goal was to create a society dominated by "cooperation, social
cohesion, and social solidarity."

This was necessary in order to pursue

democracy as defined by the report's authors.

In the context of rapid

industrial, social, and demographic change, these goals were seen as
central to the function of secondary education.
In some countries a common heredity, a strongly centralized
government, and an established religion contribute to social
solidarity. In America, racial stocks are widely diversified,
various forms of social heredity come into conflict, differing
religious beliefs do not always make for unification, and the
members of different vocations often fail to recognize the
interests that they have in common with others. The school is the
one agency that may be controlled definitely and consciously
by our
democracy for the purpose of unifying the people. 18
"Racial diversity," "social mingling," and "immigrant parents"
play a large role in this argument.

The increase in knowledge, "keener

competition," and "the greater assertiveness of all men and women in the
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control of their own destinies," impressed the commission in its
understanding as to what secondary education needed to achieve.
To preserve democracy and manage these challenges, the
commission listed seven cardinal principles:

health, command of

fundamental processes, worthy home-membership, vocation, civic
education, worthy use of leisure, and ethical character.

Higher

education was criticized for attempting to separate liberal and
vocational education and also for the "conception that higher education
should be limited to the few."

This concept was "destined to disappear

in the interests of democracy."

Higher education must recognize that

all types of secondary education, not just the liberal arts, may be
suitable as preparation for advanced education.

Moreover, twelve years

may no longer be sufficient for meeting the educational needs of
citizens in a democracy with the "complex economic order" and social
changes going on in the United States.
The commission is not unmindful of the desirability, when funds
permit, of extending secondary education under local auspices so as
to include the first two years of work usually offered in colleges,
and constituting what is known as the "junior college" but it has
seemed unwise for the commission to attempt to outline the work of
this new unit. 19
In the evolution of educational thought in the United States,
Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education follows the pattern set by
The Committee of Ten and other agencies of the National Education
Association in broadening and expanding the purposes of secondary
education.

Cardinal Principles did not so much break new ground as

formalize the evolving attitudes of curricular and administrative
reformers of secondary education.

The rapid growth of high schools in

the first half of the twentieth century attests to the increasing social
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role of education whether or not the students and their parents
understood or cared what the various commissions and committees thought
or said.

Whatever its public impact as an ideological statement, the

.c_ardinal Principles set the framework for the national leadership of the
junior college movement.

Junior college writers saw their movement as

an extension of the values listed in Principles.

The goal of vocational

education, according to the Cardinal Principles, was the "infusion of
vocation with the spirit of service."

This sense of service is

expressed throughout the educational literature in the period from 1900
to 1940.

Its use appears to imply citizenship, a sense of duty, and

social obligation. 20 A parallel term is social efficiency, which,
although not used in Cardinal Principles, is widely found in the
literature to 1940.

It is often found in conjunction with "service" and

appears to have many of the same meanings.

With both service and social

efficiency, there is also a close association in the minds of writers
with industrial or economic efficiency.

These values and the principles

that underlie them form the core of junior college leadership ideology.
Cardinal Principles did not introduce many novel ideas.

It

effectively summarized a tendency in education to look at the high
school as a place for inculcating social and moral virtues.

Educators

differed over what these virtues were but few took exception to the
general expectation that this was the function of the high school and by
extension all of secondary education. 21

Cardinal Principles has a clear

vision of secondary education and the junior college was a part of that
vision.

A broad term used by educators to characterize these functions
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was social efficiency.

A contextual analysis of this concept reveals

much about educators' concerns and the influences operating on them.
social Efficiency
Social efficiency, social control and other terms denoting a
dominant social purpose for education found frequent expression among
many educational authors in the first half of the twentieth century. 22
Social efficiency, as a pedagogical concept, incorporated the general
content of those values enumerated in The Cardinal Principles of
Secondary Education.

These terms were often used in contrast to

personal or individual goals as justification for education.

Terms and

phrases stressing "social" goals are often left frustratingly vague in
the literature, with such vagueness being recognized by the writers
themselves. 23

Vague terminology had its virtues.

Social control and

social efficiency could have a variety of meanings for educators, the
lay public and for state legislators.

When educators became more

specific, they almost always ran afoul of each other or of the larger
public.

These terms implied clear social purpose, vocational training,

or even teaching citizens to take their proper place in society.
"Social" terminology could also mean, as Dewey meant, teaching
democratic skills and knowledge, learning how to lead in a democratic
society, and inculcating attitudes fostering change and social
evolution. 24 The flexibility of the terms gave them long life.
Social Efficiency and Business
The emphasis on efficiency derived in part from literature on
business and to a degree demonstrates the influence of the business
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community on education.

Businessmen and the captains of industry argued

for social policies that would promote economic efficiency.

w.

Frederick

Taylor and others rose to positions of power and influence by

studying efficiency from what they considered a scientific
.

perspec t 1ve.
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Samuel Haber in Efficiency and Uplift: Scientific Management in
the Progressive Era identifies four uses of the term efficiency in this
period.

There was the commercial efficiency of measuring input-output

ratios.

There was machine efficiency.

Efficiency was also seen as a

personal attribute, and, lastly, it described a human relationship.
"Efficiency meant social harmony and the leadership of the competent."
For Haber it was a concept that allowed those who espoused democracy to
avoid the leveling consequences of the idea of equality.

Here he speaks

directly to the fears expressed by people like Bagley and Adams.

The

applicability of this concept to education will be readily apparent,
but the term "social efficiency" in education had other origins as well,
according to Berenice Fisher.

In her study of industrial education,

Fisher suggests that the term social efficiency in education grows out
of a combination of the concepts of social control and social service
that were in vogue earlier. 26
At the turn of the century, with industrial development in full
swing and its social impact becoming more and more apparent, a great
deal of concern was expressed as to how the republic would maintain its
institutions and values.

Snedden defined social control as "that

ascendancy over the aims and acts of the individual which is exercised
on behalf of the group." 27 Although the ultimate implications of such a
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view might be too extreme for some in more stable periods, with mass
immigration, labor strife, burgeoning metropolises, and other threats,
the goal of social control had strong appeal.

Snedden was a convert to

social control and in milder forms the view was widespread.

Even Dewey,

in his democratic concern for group cohesiveness, can be understood as
an advocate of social control. 28
Another term, also very popular with educators, if perhaps less
radical in its effect, was service or social service.

This concept has

ancient roots in Western society and certainly a strong Christian basis.
Unlike the idea of social control, a proposal for emphasizing service
was almost unassailable.

At the turn of the century, the idea of

service grew particularly strong in association with the movement for
charity and philanthropy.

Charles Kingsley, chairman of the committee

that produced the Cardinal Principles, began work as a charity organizer
in New York City.

The idea of service was also strongly attached to

patriotism and republican forms of government.

In the first quarter of

the nineteenth century, when educators dared to be critical of business
society at all, it was usually to criticize the business ethic because
of its lack of a service element. 29
Social service, social control, and social efficiency, then, can
be understood as being closely related terms.

Efficiency, both as a

personal quality and as an economic quality, had strong appeal to
American society and to its professional educators.

But Haber's

definition of social efficiency as "the leadership of the competent"
probably was closest to the general use of the term by educational
writers in the first half of this century.
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several elements in the literature suggest this emphasis.

In

the first place it is clear that the professional educators in this
period, particularly those in the junior college, were impressed with
their new status but lacked confidence in the stability of their new
profession.

Social efficiency called for leadership of the competent,

and the professional educators of this period spent a great deal of
energy and time building a social and academic network that defined and
described the criteria for this competent leadership status. 30
American educators in this period had a strong interest in
social harmony.

In word and deed, from Dewey to Snedden to Bagley, the

high value placed on social harmony by educators is evident. 31

This was

as true of broad philosophical statements as it was of lesson plans and
organizational structures in schools.

The educators' desire for harmony

was reinforced by their own self-interest in creating and maintaining a
professional status for junior college teachers and administrators.
This was reinforced by the desire for social harmony and stability.

The

concept of social efficiency symbolized the junior college leaders' need
to define and reinforce their own social status.

Social efficiency met

the leadership's need for a focus to their educational program and
served their own career interests in promoting the idea of professional
competence.
Social Efficiency in the Educational Context
Alexis Lange was a leading national figure in education until
his death in 1924.

He was a strong promoter of junior colleges and from

his position at the University of California exerted a powerful
influence on junior colleges in California and across the nation.

Lange
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was an advocate of social efficiency as a central concept for
educational planning.

For the junior college this meant, in Lange's

mind, civic education.
For Alexis Lange, the junior college could function adequately
only if it dealt with "those who will go no further," meaning on to a
four-year school.

The sense that the junior college should concern

itself primarily with the student who would not receive a baccalaureate
degree came to dominate the thinking of the national leadership of the
junior college movement.
In the United States, said Lange, "the individual and the social
summum bonum are seen to be Siamese twins."

For Lange social

institutions were intended for socially beneficial results.
this was true of education.

Certainly

Democracy was the overall goal.

I cannot but start with the thought that, however ways and means
may vary, our American educational system must needs be one system
for one unstratified people, and that its structural parts, like
those of the democracy in whose ima~e
it is made, constitute a
union, one and inseparable . . . . 3
This social commitment to the overall needs of society is very
strong in Lange as it is in other educators of the period.

The

consequences for the junior college were equally clear in Lange's mind.
The most important role for the junior college was its civic function.
In 1915, Lange proposed that every junior college have a
department of "civic education" and that this not be just one of the
departments but the predominant department.

This department was to

provide ''training for the vocation of citizenship."

"Civic situations

and problems" were to be dealt with in the context of real vocations.
Such civic training would better the student's understanding of group
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life and "their respective social groups," quicken "communal
sympathies," and should produce "the will to participate vigorously,
militantly, ... in advancing community welfare."
a "high degree of general social efficiency."

The goal was to achieve
Lange recalled the old

college course in mental and moral philosophy as a model for what he was
trying to do for the great new masses of Americans coming into secondary
education.
The junior college was to be, for Lange, a continuation of high
school in a larger system of secondary education.
was a "full-growth high school."

Such a high school

The junior college would be a "middle

vocational school" paralleling the normal school.

Lange's view,

expressed here and elsewhere, was that secondary education was really
necessary for all Americans to meet the needs created by raising
complexity and industrial growth.

Lange was in agreement with most

educators on the general points that education served a social need.
This perceived need was commonly identified as a need for social
efficiency. 33
The stress on civic education was one of those areas that
appeared to be practical in orientation and yet was not narrowly focused
on vocational training.

One of Lange's goals was to improve the

citizen's "understanding of group-life."

This was not a simple matter

but involved "modern insight'' into sociological relationships affecting
family, school, church, and economic order that "determine for the
individual his place and opportunities in team-work for the common
good."

Civic education should deepen "their sense of indissoluble

oneness with their fellows."

In others less fervent and less
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articulate than Lange, civic education meant voting or even dressing
properly.
Lange seems to view civic education as a "progressive" force in
a political as well as an educational sense.

For some writers during

the tensions of the depression, this social reconstructionist sense
becomes more explicit.

But for other junior college writers, civic

education is clearly a more conservative program.
know how to fit in.

The citizen needs to

While some wanted to use civic education during the

depression to change society, others viewed the same concept as a
bulwark against communism and other radicalism.

In more general terms,

civic education was an easily defended curricular element popular with
educators and public alike.

Its use reflected the chief concerns of

educators both as professionals interested in social stability and as
those concerned with a productive workforce.
worker.

A good citizen was a good

Writers even extended the concept of vocation to include home

life (and housework) and citizenship.

Civic education was also another

one of those things that the junior college did that the university did
not.

The university taught individualism but not citizenship or social

efficiency, according to the argument. 34
The "New 11 Occupations
Educators recognized a need for better "civic 11 training to
achieve greater social responsibility in citizens.

The new occupations

gave rise to new demands of educators to produce loyal, dedicated,
honest, and hard-working citizens.

The rapid growth in technology was

exciting to educators as it was to others.

Technology equalled progress

in the minds of many, and the sense that new skills and attitudes had to
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be taught to make the new industrial system reach its potential was
elevated to almost a religious mission in some educational writing.

At

the least, it was a civic duty for teachers.
In the minds of junior college leaders, preparing students for
both the technical and the social demands of the new occupations was
socially efficient.

Semiprofessional training and civic education met

their responsibilities as educators.

In the United States, education

appears to have played a role in defining occupations and in sorting and
allocating personnel to those positions.
particularly concerned with this issue.

Junior college leaders were
The changing occupational

structure offered a potential for training that junior college leaders
wished to tap.

It was here that the distinction between terminal

education and vocational education became blurred.

The junior college

leadership invented the term semiprofessional to describe a series of
occupations that were thought to reside between the trade-training of
the high school and the professions that required a baccalaureate or
graduate degree.

The attempt to create a category of semiprofessions

was largely unsuccessful. To understand the motives and rationale of
the promoters, the larger structure of occupational life must be
examined.
In Culture of Professionalism Burton Bledstein wrote:
More than any other Western country in the last century, the
development of higher education in America made possible social
faith in merit, competence, discipline and control ~hat were basic
to accepted conceptions of achievement and success. 5
The argument here, repeated both before and since, is that the
American educational system played a substantial role in defining
achievement and in the distribution of positions among the population
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based on an assumed merit.

The argument takes a variety of forms.

Most

describe the educational system as playing an increasing role in the
credentialling and sorting of individuals to fill positions at various
status and income levels.

As the occupational structure became more

complex in the twentieth century, employers and professional societies
made increasingly explicit statements as to what the educational level
must be for entry into the occupation.
Joseph Ben-David notes the rapid growth of disciplines in the
United States and argues that this is an access technique which results
in opening professional status to increasing numbers.

From the

establishment of mortuary science in universities in the 1890s, an
increasing number of occupations fill the catalogs of American colleges
and universities.

Ben-David compares this approach to the more

conservative European one, where law, medicine, and the ministry
continued to dominate the professions and university enrollments.

In

the United States these three professions shrink in relative importance
in the same period.

Not only do the number of occupational curriculums

increase in the universities of the United States, but the required
educational level for numerous occupations increased.
example.

Teaching is one

In 1900, two years in high school was considered sufficient

for teaching elementary school.

By mid-century a bachelor's degree was

considered minimal. 36
The effect of this trend in the junior college was the promotion
of "semiprofessional" fields.

A generally accepted list of

semiprofessions was never generated, but it was seen to be a reasonable
extension of the vocational education of the high school.

The concept
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suffered as much from employer indifference as it did from lack of
definition.

The concept of semiprofessional had another problem from an

operational perspective.

Not a few fields that were named as

semiprofessional by one junior college leader or another were usurped by
the college or university as the standard educational level rose to the
baccalaureate degree.
teaching is another.

Journalism is one example and to some degree
Nevertheless, junior college leaders played a role

in this process by attempting to identify a group of occupations they
called the semiprofessions and assuming for themselves the
responsibility to credential workers for these positions.

It was the

leadership's response to the emerging status allocation system in
American society resulting from economic change.

CONCLUSION
The social concerns illustrated in Bagley and Adams are found in
echoes throughout the educational literature of the period.

The fear of

instability was reinforced in junior college educators by their own
concerns for the apparently tenuous social status of their own
positions.

The combination of general fears of social unrest and their

own concerns for personal occupational stability caused educational
leaders to espouse programs that emphasized social control as an
educational goal.

The result was the clear focus on social needs in

Cardinal Principles, the demand of Alexis Lange for ''civic education" in
the junior college, and the thematic emphasis on social efficiency in
the literature, a social efficiency that implied tracking of students
and a curriculum emphasis on order and service.
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The economic revolution in the United States created a novel
environment for the institution of education with special effect on
secondary education.

Conflicts over university domination, education

for life, and education for employment were elements that affected the
high school and in large part stemmed directly from the economic and
social changes which the United States was undergoing.

It was this

complex of concerns that dominated the national spokesmen for the junior
college as much as those for the high school.
Social efficiency was a concept that allowed educators to
develop broad plans to meet the needs of both human resource development
and to inculcate a sense of "cooperativeness" and responsibility in
student/citizens.

It was the concept of social efficiency, as vague as

it was, that allowed leaders of the junior college movement to promote
civic education, terminal education, and semiprofessional training.
these terms have a conservative origin and intention.

All

They represent an

approach intended to meet the emerging economic needs of
industrialization while producing properly trained worker/citizens in
both the technical and social sense.

The leadership ideology reflects a

conservative interpretation of the rapid occupational changes and the
broadening of status allocation noted by Ben-David.
This ideology dominated educators nationwide.
social needs over individual development.

It emphasized

It was particularly strong

among secondary educators, and it was from this group that the junior
college leadership derived its inspiration as well as many of its
personnel.
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Junior college leaders chose to emphasize the terminal over the
transfer.

In doing so they preserved hierarchy and stability.

Their

rationale for the existence of the junior college was the need for human
resources development.

For this they invented the semiprofessions and

terminal programs. 37 The ideology of the junior college leadership
failed by the end of the period under study, but that was not until a
student development model and the ethic of upward mobility eroded the
conceptual basis of the earlier leadership.

Rapid occupational change

and its consequences for social mobility and status conflict provide the
background for the leadership's social goals.
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CHAPTER I I I
THE LEADERSHIP VISION OF THE JUNIOR COLLEGE
INTRODUCTION
The social changes of the early twentieth century produced an
ideology in many educators that supported economic development and
placed a high value on social stability.
stressed order, hierarchy, and efficiency.

The goals of this ideology
The junior college leaders,

by and large, shared this ideology with other educators, particularly
those in secondary education.

It produced a vision of what the junior

college should be that was expressed in a variety of educational
concepts which characterized the junior college literature.
The question of place for the junior college within the
educational system is a central one in its history, because it defines
the relationship of the junior college to higher education, the
bachelor's degree, and all that that was coming to stand for in the
early twentieth century.

The attitudes of university and baccalaureate

personnel are important in this respect.
One university leader warned that the junior college should keep
its place.

The junior college was in danger of becoming the ally of a

"world dominated and run by retarded adolescents."

The junior college

was dominated by promoters who "exploit . . . numbers."

Still, the

junior college reflected the "tremendous vitality" of secondary
education.

He reminded his listeners of the fears colleges and

universities had had earlier of the American high school.
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Like the high
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school the junior college would displace this fear and become the
"greatest ally" of the "liberal college."

The junior college movement

is an "earthquake whose seismic influences are felt across the
.
t . tt
con t lnen

It was characterized by "eruptions of secondary attitudes,

secondary constraints," and "secondary personnel" onto the national
scene.

The ambivalence, shown in these remarks, was typical of many

representatives of colleges and universities toward the junior college.
That excerpts from his speech were reprinted in the Junior College
Journal illustrates the sensitivity that junior college leaders had for
the opinion of higher education leaders. 1
The confusion shown by this attitude reflected a general
confusion in American education as to the place of the junior college
and clearly reveals the hierarchical attitudes that characterized
educational leaders particularly those in the universities. 2 Between
1902 and 1940, four major factors can be identified as influencing the
junior college leadership in defining the junior college.

The four

factors were not of equal importance to all leaders and the influence of
each factor varied by social conditions at the time.
The first factor was the strong social demand for increased
education.

This is evident from the growth of high schools and the

growth of college enrollment in the period.

Two other dominant concerns

were closely related in the minds of educational leaders.

It was

commonly asserted that the rising complexity of life, usually thought of
in industrial and economic terms, demanded more extensive education than
in the past.

Another opinion, less frequently stressed, was that the

new economy required that the age of entrance into the work force be
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raised.

Although this became a common attitude of educators during the

Great Depression, it can be heard before 1929. 3 The fourth major factor
influencing the leadership was the need to establish and enhance a
professional status for the administrative and teaching ,cohort in junior
colleges.

This point is not often explicitly treated because of the

rather obvious element of self-interest.
comments.

It is usually seen in passing

But that there was such a concern is unmistakable. 4

The four factors noted here are not pedagogical but social.
These concerns have ideological origins and programmatic consequences.
The four concerns were transformed into educational terminology and
discussed incessantly in the literature.

These concerns were also

filtered through the hierarchical and elitist attitudes represented by
those in the universities and other national leaders with similar
outlooks.

The national writers expressed their views under four closely

related topics:

the relationship of the junior college to secondary

education, the meaning and function of terminal education, the
semiprofessions, and the goals of social efficiency.
It is important to keep in mind that the national leadership of
the junior college movement was a small and relatively stable group of
men.

It would be wrong to assume that their motives and arguments

reflected the motives and purposes of hundreds of local junior college
presidents, college administrators, and the lay leaders of local junior
college movements.

The creation and growth of individual colleges

probably reflects various needs and motives.

While the national

leadership developed an idiom of expression to justify and define the
junior college, there is reason to believe that public justification and
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promotion of individual local colleges followed a somewhat different
line.
THE JUNIOR COLLEGE AS A "SECONDARY" INSTITUTION
In the United States, the public school system had already come
to fill an almost mystical place in the public mind.

The common school

movement in the early nineteenth century had established the canon that
schools were fundamental to a democracy and to the maintenance of
republican forms of government.

Schools were bulwarks against popery,

monarchialism, anarchism, things Slavic, Italian, Irish, and the like.
In the stress and change of industrialization it would have been
surprising if the public school had not been identified as one of the
principal institutions to deal with the dangers perceived to be
associated with "looseness", disorienting mobility, lawlessness,
corruption and other vices related to industrial growth and cities.

It

seemed apparent, to educators at least, that the new economy would
require a new emphasis in education and certainly a major expansion in
numbers and an extension of educational level as well.

Education must

contribute to national development. 5 This view is a progressive one; it
accepted the social and economic changes and viewed education as a part
of the economy in terms of human resource development.

The goal of

education was to change individual behavior and values to improve the
match between industrial need and worker or citizen.
Lawrence Cremin notes that, under the influence of the
"metropolitan experience,

11

educators were forced to broaden their

statements of educational purpose at the same time they were forced to
assert new demands for highly specialized training and skill
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development.

This pressure faced the junior colleges as well as other

public schools.

In the junior college literature, essays on civic

education for terminal students share the same journal as a notice of a
new laundry curriculum at the junior college at San Francisco. 6 As
public junior colleges began to emerge after 1902, movement advocates
could have identified the junior college with either secondary schools
or higher education.

The association with secondary education by the

national leadership of the junior college movement was a conscious
decision which resulted from practical and strategic choices as well as
ideological ones.
"A Place in the Sun" for the Junior College
Charles Proctor wrote that in its struggle

11

for a place in the

sun" the junior college was better off as a part of secondary education.
It is a "tactical error", he said, for the junior college to emphasize
higher education or the collegiate relationship.

Rather, it is better

to be the top of the secondary system than the bottom of the higher
education system.

The junior college must be able to show that it

performs important services for a considerable portion of the youth of
its community.

Otherwise it may get caught in a "no man's land" between

the university and the public school.
"unavoidable domination"

There will be a certain amount of

by the university, but the junior college must

strive for as much self-direction and autonomy as possible. 7 Carl
Holiday spoke on the same issue from a somewhat different perspective
when he noted the "lurking desire of many high school principals to be
known as a college president, and the more or less latent desire of many
a high school teacher to be known as 'a college professor'." 8
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If there was no advantage to the university in actively
promoting the junior college, there was some important advantage to
junior college staff in keeping a distance from the university.

Not

only did universities tend to interfere with junior college curriculum,
but relative to the university the junior college administrator and
faculty could only be a very poor second.

Understood to be the pinnacle

of secondary education, the junior college as employing institution
would raise the status of junior college president and instructor
relative to subordinate agencies.

One would not wish to develop this

position to the extreme as a motive for the junior college leadership's
policies, but the subject arises too frequently in the junior and senior
college literature to ignore.
A Desire for Growth
The junior college found a home in secondary education for a
variety of reasons.
the secondary system.

First of all, junior college personnel came from
Financial issues and the need for local support

reinforced the connection with high schools in contrast to state
supported colleges and universities.

These personnel and structural

similarities were reinforced by leadership ideology which saw the junior
college as an extension of the secondary mission to promote economic
growth and maintain social stability. The implicit competition between
the junior college and the baccalaureate college or university had no
parallel in the junior college's relationship with secondary
institutions.

Junior college competition with institutions of higher

education was displaced, on the secondary level, by a logic that saw the
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high school as a natural extension of the elementary school and the
junior college as a natural extension of the high school. 9
The evolution of the secondary system in the late nineteenth
century allowed the junior college to find a niche.

The rather rigid

hierarchical relationships between educational levels in the late
twentieth century were not formalized in the late nineteenth century.
The description of high schools as "the people's college" sometimes
implied that the high school was a college. 10 The entire complex of
educational institutions remained to be defined.
This flexibility allowed the junior college leadership to find a
comfortable home in secondary education. 11 The social outlook of the
junior college leadership, based on fears and opportunities created by
social change in the United States, led them to identify with the
administrative progressives in the high school reform movement.
Implicit rejection by university spokesmen combined with administrative
similarities to other local school systems encouraged the junior college
leadership to take a position close to the public school ideology.

A

series of concerns and issues found similar interpretation in high
school and junior college literatures.

Growth of enrollments, hostility

to baccalaureate domination of curriculum, pressure for vocational
training, concern with over-education, and education for social
efficiency are a few of the common themes high school authorities and
junior college leaders shared in the period 1920 to 1940.
The main struggle in the high school was over the emphasis in
the program.

Should it be aimed at the student who would transfer to a

college or for all the others who, it was repetitiously pointed out,
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were the vast majority of students?

Like the high school, this

question became the dominant question in the junior college

to

educate for transfer to the university or for terminal needs.
One motive for the opposition to university domination was the
desire to increase enrollments among those who would never attend
college.

In terms of the total population, the number taking

baccalaureate degrees, let alone degrees above the bachelor's, was
extremely small.

At the turn of the century, there were very few

educators who appeared to believe that the ratio of population to take
bachelor's degrees would ever be large.

Such an idea would have seemed

even more ludicrous to many in the universities and to some dangerous,
certainly an idea worthy of ridicule.
While the expectation of growth in bachelor's degrees was
modest, such modest expectations did not attend to secondary education.
The number of demands for expanded educational services increased
rapidly in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Opportunities for growth were irresistible to junior college
professionals.

The leadership was attracted to the same opportunities

for growth faced by high school leaders.

In contrast to the exclusive

mentality of most university figures, who generally conceived of
educating an elite, junior college leaders aimed at a much larger target
while accepting the elitist assumptions of their university
counterparts. 12
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THE JUNIOR COLLEGE AND HIGHER INSTITUTIONS
The "Mission" of the University
The national leadership of the junior college movement could
have chosen to identify the junior college with higher education.

A

principal motive for those founding early junior colleges had been to
open opportunity for students aiming for baccalaureate and higher
degrees. 13 A hurdle to developing this connection, however, was the
lack of empathy for the junior college movement among institutions of
higher education.

Of great significance to the higher education

professionals was the increasing specialization and growth of numbers of
disciplines considered appropriate for a university. 14
Universities were self-consciously redefining their role in
society.

Research, publications, and activities in professional

associations emerged as the standard of achievement for the
professoriate.

In contrast to the former college professor whose

loyalty was to his college and whose function was teaching, the new
route to prestige and status was very different.

Teaching, especially

undergraduates and worst of all, lower division students, was an
impediment to achievement in those areas that brought status and
enhanced income. 15
This situation produced some sympathy for the junior college but
in a rather negative way.

A number of commentators saw the junior

college as an institution that would keep lower division students away
from the university so that they did not create a drag on research and
publishing. 16
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In the ethic of the university, the junior college and its lower
division students were better left to the secondary level.

Liberal arts

colleges had a more ambivalent view because some feared competition with
junior colleges for lower division students. 17 The financial impact was
feared.

The fact was that the economic loss of lower division students

was as potentially serious for universities as it was for four-year
colleges.

Stanford University announced its intention to drop its lower

division, only to have its Board of Trustees withdrawal the plan due to
financial considerations a short time later. 18
Theirs was not the only proposal to fail.

As Angell observed:

The venerable proposal to cut off the first two years of the
university-college course, as a means of salvaging true university
studies from corruption has received much flattering
lip service but
substantially no support in actual practice. 19
Even the land grant colleges, created originally to provide practical
training in the agricultural and mechanic arts, offered little support
for the junior college and its program of terminal education.

State

universities like the University of Wisconsin often operated services
that competed with those typical of the junior college.

20

When state

colleges and universities showed interest in the junior college it was
often as much to control the program and protect the interests of the
university as to support the junior college principle.

In spite of

their origins, land grant colleges and universities and other state
schools were caught up in the higher education revolution.

They, too,

sought the status and prestige that accompanied the university movement.
University personnel, land grant institution or otherwise, saw
themselves as the pinnacle of the educational system.

Junior colleges

might have their place but it was rather removed from the mission of the
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university.

The junior college was for those "crude and eager boys and

girls ... who resort to extension divisions to be educated." 21
Whereas higher institutions were often anxious to monitor the
junior college curriculum aimed at transferring students to the
university, they were unable to deal with the terminal curriculums.

The

university would critique the junior college transfer program but
provided nothing to the junior college in terms of its terminal programs
except to make sure that they did not compete with related programs in
the university.

The University of Washington dictated that students in

engineering, forestry, fine arts, business administration, journalism,
and pharmacy could not start their educations in the junior college
because these subjects were too "technical."

Further, no courses in

education were to be offered in junior colleges.
The university, the junior colleges were told, was "deeply
interested in the terminal courses" but would exercise no control over
them.

Frederick Bolton noted that ''scores" of communities wanted to

have junior colleges associated with their local YMCAs but that the
accrediting agencies "discouraged'' this.

Bolton, who was professor of

education at Washington, attributed the retarded state of junior
colleges in Washington state to the influence of a conservative
accreditation system.

Boulton implies that accreditation is controlled

by the university, state normal schools and other public and private
four year schools. 22
Fiscal competition with the junior college was also a fear of
the universities. The Junior College Journal made note of the opposition
to the junior college in Wyoming, the argument being that the state
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university had not received sufficient funding and that the proposed
junior college would siphon off money that would possibly come to the
univers1"t Y· a

In other states there were similar situations.

In

California, the state university gave strong support to the junior
colleges but consistently made it clear which was the dog and which the
tail.

Part of the justification in California for the junior college

was the immense size of the state.

Even with that, there was a

permanent state of tension between the junior colleges and the
university.
President Robert Gordon Sproul got himself immediately into
trouble with the junior colleges on his inauguration as president of the
University of California.

He had to deny that he was only interested in

"the vocational type of junior college."

He observed a "tendency of

certain of its (the junior colleges') advocates to become enraged at the
mildest criticism from the University."

Sproul warned that democracy

would be threatened if junior colleges did not keep their place as
upward extensions of secondary education.

If they emulated the

university while "out of harmony" with its purpose, the mission of the
university to produce an "aristocracy" of leadership would be harmed
and the survival of the country endangered.

The junior college should

not be a university with lower standards but an institution designed to
get students "to their life-work sooner." 24
The desire of the university, for a special and exalted place,
arose from the role it saw for itself in the emerging technological
world.

The social change resulting from industrialization created this
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potential for the university.

A consequence of this vision was a

distaste for the level and role of the junior college.

THE VISION OF THE JUNIOR COLLEGE LEADERSHIP
The national leadership vision of the junior college was then
pulled and shaped by two forces.

One was negative.

The university did

not find the potential of a "junior" competitor attractive.

The junior

college leadership responded to this negativity by accepting the premise
that the junior college served a secondary function and by extension a
terminal one.

By accepting this principle, junior college leaders

forestalled possible attack from a university community which insisted
on stressing its uniqueness and its exalted position in the hierarchy.
The other force in defining the junior college vision was a positive
one.

The national leadership was interested in growth and the benefits

that would accrue to the junior college professionals as a group from
expansion of employment opportunities.

By accepting a secondary status

for the junior college emphasizing terminal education for middle level
occupations, it was possible to take a theoretical position that assumed
a thirteenth and fourteenth year of education for all or most high
school graduates.

This promised a vast potential for professional

growth and development for those in the junior college field.

This was

an exciting vision for a new profession.
Both the human resources issue and the social stability issue
worked well for secondary educators in popularizing their views with
local and national audiences.

Both major concerns lent themselves to

conservative expression, and both purported to serve all the youth of a
given locality.

Moreover, both were broad enough that policy based on
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these concepts could be tailored to specific locations without much
difficulty.

An example of the flexibility of these concepts can be seen

in their use in the argument for terminal education in the junior
college.

25

The connection between high school and junior college grew after
1920 as the junior college leaders found a voice and developed a
rationale that justified rapid expansion at least in their own minds.
This commitment produced a hostile attitude towards the university that
reflected the tenor and terminology of the high school's rejection of
university domination.

One of the results of the secondary educational

reform movement was a broad based attack on colleges and universities.
Criticism by secondary writers ranged from scholarly analysis to bitter
one-liners.

Criticism from secondary educators was defensive in that

the secondary educator usually wished to limit or remove the influence
of the university on the secondary school curriculum. 26

If the argument

for high schools was that they were to prepare students for college, a
large portion of community support would erode because only a small
minority at the beginning of the twentieth century could imagine a
college education for their children.

This mentality is apparent in the

junior college leadership modified only slightly by the ambivalence
caused by the fact that the junior college could also serve as the first
two years of a baccalaureate program.

Junior college leaders stressed

the non-collegiate program and attacked the university program for its
remoteness from everyday life and lack of responsiveness to the "needs"
of the student. 27
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To serve its function, the junior college should not "ape" the
university and its "pedantic formalism."
the university

11

There were snide remarks about

ukase" and "modern scholasticism." 28

Even Robert

Maynard Hutchins complained of the "classical prejudices" that
interfered with the ability of the junior college to serve the needs of
its students.~ The college "fetish" was a problem for those who saw
the junior college as a means of educating the mass of citizens to a new
level and of providing support for a social system that was under the
threat of radical and destabilizing change. 30
There were a number of attacks on the university for poor
teaching and indifference to the latest trends in teaching as opposed to
the high school and junior college professional.

Because junior college

work was an emerging field of professional activity, it was important
that some area be designated as its specialty.

Teaching was the field

most often identified by writers on the junior college.
The argument that the freshman and sophomore years were part of
secondary education rather than "higher education" substantiated the
junior colleges' claim to have a special role in teaching that set its
staff apart from the first two years of the baccalaureate college or
university.

This was an argument which had appeal not only among junior

college staff and their sympathizers but among the public as well, at
least judged by the frequency that the argument was put forward in the
general literature as well as professional literature. 31
In personnel and structure, the junior college reflected the
needs and interests of the high school more than the university.

Like

the high school the junior college was part of the local infrastructure.
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These factors combined with the ideology of human resource development
and the quest for social stability to produce a critical attitude in
junior college leaders towards the university model.

The dynamics of

social change created an opportunity for secondary education, including
the junior college, to grow prodigiously.

The university leadership

took a different focus in approaching the new social conditions.

These

differences led to the junior college identifying a mission different
from that of the university in order to maximize its own growth.

This

condition helps explain the dominant themes in the junior college
program as it developed in the twenties and thirties. 32

It is apparent

that the potential for growth as a secondary institution shared
importance as a motive in the minds of junior college educators with the
desire not to offend or alienate the university. Secondary standing,
then, was a major element in the leadership vision of the junior
college.
The Voice of the National Leadership
Walter C. Eells was a prolific promoter of the junior college.
His various writings and studies cover most of the major topics of
concern to the junior college before 1940.

His works lay out the major

themes of the national leadership better than any other writer.
regard he symbolized the outlook of the national leadership.

In this

His views

summarize the debate on the place of the junior college in the
educational system from the point of view of the national leadership.
He is also a critical figure in the promotion of terminal education in
the junior college.

His career also illustrates how tight knit was the

national leadership.

Although an informal body, the figures who formed
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the group of national spokesmen were professionally close and created an
"elite."
Eells' long tenure as editor of the Junior College Journal and
years as secretary of the Association gave him great influence on the
direction of the AAJC and the junior college movement. 33 As editor of
the Junior College Journal, his decisions on the selection of lead
articles for publication had an important impact on in what was read.
Equally important was the selection of miscellanea which fill the back
pages of the Journal.

There are numerous excerpts from speeches and

other journals, incidental reports from colleges, and statistical and
committee reports of the association, all unsigned, that reveal the
concerns that dominated the thinking of the editor and the other major
figures in the movement.

Taken together, this material is a rich

tapestry of information on the vision of the junior college leadership.
Eells was tireless in the advocacy of his vision of
the junior college.

As speaker, writer, editor and committee chair, he

acted as interpreter and promoter of the vision.

When the vision of the

leadership began to change towards mid-century, Eells either would not
or could not move in the new direction.

Before 1940, however, he was an

authoritative spokesman for the leadership.

In a number of works Eells

identified certain functions as the appropriate role of the junior
college.

Better than any other figure, Eells presents the dominant

argument for junior college education in the 1930s.
First of all, for Eells, the junior college was to be the
completion of general education.

Secondary education was thought to be

principally a process of general education by which the student was
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prepared for his or her future life.

There was great debate over what

constituted preparation for future life.

Courses for college were to be

one alternative, but as increasing numbers came to attend high school,
an attack on the academic emphasis alone became sustained.
There were those who argued that vocational preparation should
be a part of all secondary education.
what vocational education meant.

There was debate, however, on

Should students be trained for

specific jobs or should vocational attitudes be developed, that is,
general skills and attitudes applicable to a variety of jobs? By 1941,
secondary education had come to mean education in a variety of skills
and understandings that were of use to most citizens and some form of
vocational education was generally included.

For Eells, general

education meant neither work in academic courses in preparation for
college nor training for specific employment. 34 This view is apparent
in the pages of the Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education.
A second point raised by Eells was closely related to the
implications of the general education function.

It was that the

increasing complexity of life in the twentieth century required two more
years for proper preparation than the traditional twelve-year public
school system.

Because life was more complex in the twentieth century,

schooling should logically be longer.

This view was appropriate to the

idea that general education was preparation for life.

Another point

raised by Eells was that the growth of urban areas made junior colleges
the appropriate place for education beyond the high school because it
was both more economical and better socially to extend the length of
time the student lived at home.

Like many arguments relating to the
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junior college, this one had little reflection in reality since most
junior colleges were created in smaller towns, not in large urban
centers, as Eells seems to imply they should be. 35
Another function of the junior college for Eells was to protect
the role and status of the university.

The university, Eells says,

should be left alone to concentrate on upper division classes and
graduate studies and research.

This argument of William Rainey Harper

was still voiced by university leaders in 1940, but with less and less
.
36
en th us1asm.
The role of the junior college in satisfying the requirements of
the first two years of the baccalaureate college was not denied, but
there was strong opposition to seeing the university preparatory
function as the dominant one.

There was enthusiastic support for the

last two years of general education, but there was explicit denial that
such education should be modeled after the first two years of the
university.
The lack of interest in baccalaureate education resulted in an
area of concern for the leadership.

If students were not to transfer,

how would they know which alternate program to take? The emphasis on
vocational education led to another role for the junior college; namely,
a guidance role.

The guidance function is clearly related to the

demands of an educational system whose leaders felt that terminal
programs should grow while university transfer programs should not. 37
Those who wrote about the guidance function, however, very early
revealed a conflict that underlies the issue of terminal education.
Writers on guidance often displayed an uncomfortable balance between
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guiding students based on the individual's need versus what were
understood to be social or economic needs. 38
The last two years of general education, career education, and
guidance were functions that few junior college leaders or writers would
have disputed in 1941.

Although nearly all junior college leaders on

the scene would have agreed that the junior college was part of the
secondary educational system, the context of this statement in the
literature indicates that its repetition was intended to be persuasive,
that the audience had to be convinced.

All the curricular and

administrative reforms characteristic of this period were aimed at
expanding educational services and the number of students served.

The

revolutionary changes in colleges and universities occurring at this
time had a very different focus and emphasis. 39 Eells was a chief
spokesman for the view that the principal function of the junior college
was terminal education.

Before 1940, there were few voices of

opposition to this dominant view.
TERMINAL EDUCATION
The concept of terminal education formed the backbone of the
national leadership ideology.

Eells was its most prominent proponent,

but in promoting the idea he only acted as the spokesperson for the
national figures in the movement.

For the national leaders, the idea of

terminal education promised the junior college increasing enrollments,
and hence, growth.

Further, it described a program that reinforced the

higher status of the universities guaranteeing their neutrality if not
endorsement.

Both of these goals taken together provided for the status

needs of the junior college professional by assuring professional
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opportunity and defining a secure place in the educational system.
Terminal education was justified by the concept of social efficiency.
Junior college leaders used the values of order, stability, and
efficiency to construct a defense of terminal education.
Social Efficiency and Terminal Education
Social efficiency is an important concept in the justification
of terminal education.

The idea was derived from concerns that arose in

the broader society, and was understood to be an expression of the ideas
in The Cardinal Principles of Secondary Education.
An example of the application of social efficiency to the junior
college is found in the pages of the Junior College Journal, which
reprinted a list of goals from Duluth Junior College.

Walter Eells was

then editor (1935) and the list of objectives undoubtedly received his
approbation.

The impact of social efficiency thinking is clear.

There are seven broad objectives listed and the influence of the
Cardinal Principles is unmistakable.
educated person.

The first goal was to produce an

The specific objectives listed under this broad

category were heavily process oriented.

Specific objectives included

thinking skills, study technique, habits of applying and using
knowledge, the observation and appreciation of relative values.

Other

themes were the responsibilities of citizenship, including courtesy and
good sportsmanship, healthful living, development of "poise in a period
of tense living,"

efficiency in occupation, and perpetuating and

improving ''home life."

Lastly, the student was to come to know "the

individual himself as a living personality."

Reduced to specifics, the

last goal related to developing altruism, tenacity, enthusiasm,
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optimism, self-reliance, reliability, and humor.

There is no indication

in this brief news note as to what kind of a program Duluth Junior
College used to achieve these goals, but the list speaks clearly to the
kind of program that Eells and others felt represented the functions of
the junior college as expressed in the concept of social efficiency. 40
Part of the vision of the junior college was that it would be
useful or seen as practical by its community.

The idea of social

efficiency and the use of related terms allowed the educator to talk in
the language of the businessman.

This semantic usage may not have been

influential on businessmen but it was important to educators to justify
their place in society. 41

At least in the 1920s business was ascendant

and "efficiency" was a watchword and a weapon.

Particularly for junior

college leaders, founding new institutions in communities always
sensitive to new taxes and public costs, justification to the business
community was always critical.

Identification with efficiency provided

a degree of legitimacy to a costly social enterprise.
If social efficiency was its rationale, the functions of
terminal education for the leadership were manifold.

The concept

justified junior college education for all citizens between the ages of
eighteen and twenty.

It provided a place in the educational system for

the junior college that did not threaten and hence did not antagonize
the baccalaureate college or university.

Terminal education placed the

junior college securely at the culmination of secondary education.
Terminal education appeared to serve the human resource needs of the
economy.

It allowed for the unlimited growth of junior colleges in a

place secure from the university and the high school.

There appeared to
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be only two problems.

There was overt resistance to the idea on the

part of local junior college staff, and the general public seemed
obtusely indifferent to the concept.
It was known by educators that few junior college students would
go on to complete the baccalaureate degree and it was an assumption of
many educators that most students should not go on. The leadership then
concluded that the junior college should be the final formal education
for a growing number of students who must receive more education than
high school but who, for whatever reasons, would not go on to a fouryear school.
For a term so ubiquitous in the pre-World War Two literature as
''terminal education," its use in context yields little understanding of
its meaning. 42

In high school, it generally meant education for those

who would not go to college. 43

In the junior college literature,

education for those who would not go on to a baccalaureate institution
was one of the meanings.
telling.

A confusion in junior college writers is

Articles frequently ignore the distinction between student and

program when discussing terminal education.

The subtle issue that

students in terminal programs might not be terminal students was largely
ignored.

Writers on the topic glossed over this difference and wrote

without distinguishing between terminal student and terminal program.
Much of the writing on terminal education in the 1920s and 1930s is
prescriptive rather than descriptive.

The writers were prescribing a

system they believed should be in place, but the tone often seems to
assume that terminal education did dominate the junior college, not
merely that it should.
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"Purposes" of Terminal Education
There was little opposition to the concept of terminal education
in the literature before 1940, 44 but this may have been because of the
variety of meanings for terminal education in the literature was broad.
In 1932, for example, the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching in a report entitled "State Higher Education in California"
urged a terminal curriculum which it called 11 Curriculum for Social
Intelligence."

This curriculum was intended for terminal students and

had as its overriding goal the inculcation of an appreciation of the
"unitary conception of our developing civilization."

Emily Smith, a

member of the staff at Altus Junior College in Oklahoma, wanted her
college's curriculum to teach "tasteful and correct costumes" among
other things.

Her concern was that students learn how to behave

properly in a social setting.

Another emphasis came from William H.

Snyder, director of the Los Angeles Junior College and a prominent
figure among junior college educators.

Snyder wanted the terminal

curriculum to produce a student who would "make good in life" and who
could "earn a self-respecting lively-hood [sic]. 1145 This variety and
range of description for terminal education is characteristic of the
literature, but the flexible ways in which these terms were used more
than compensated for the lack of definition in covering such a wide
range of educational programs.
The Carnegie Foundation, William Snyder, and Emily Smith were
all describing what they understood to be terminal curriculums.

The

breadth of these definitions and the range of specifics available to
describe the concept produced a vague amorphous literature.

This
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condition will not surprise the historian of education.

This phenomenon

of vagueness probably had a beneficial effect in reducing conflict among
education professionals.

The vagueness of the term itself served to

blunt criticism.
Unsurprisingly with terms so vague, there were numerous
disagreements that played themselves over and over again.

One of these

was the relationship of terminal education to education for employment.
Like so many issues in the junior college, this one flowed directly from
the issues in the high school movement, in this case the vocational
education issue.

Supporters of terminal education in the junior college

were often required to clarify and reassert that terminal education did
not mean education for employment, at least not exclusively.

The

difficulty of this issue is apparent from an author like Eells, who
frequently clarified his definition of terminal education to assure
readers that he did not mean education for employment, and then in fact
spent the remaining article or book discussing exactly that.

The usual

argument for terminal education was generally that of the Cardinal
Principles of Secondary Education.

The goal of secondary education was

to prepare students for life, and vocation was a part of that
preparation but only one part of several basic principles.

The

confusion on this issue, inherent in the leadership ideology, is
demonstrated in their use of semiprofessional.

While terminal education

did not mean only career training, semiprofessional was held to define a
group of occupations but also implied behavioral expectations and had
clear overtones of social status.
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SEMIPROFESSIONAL IN THE JUNIOR COLLEGE IDEOLOGY:
THE CURRICULUM FOR THE GREAT MIDDLE CLASS
The relationship between the concepts of "semi-professions",
"social efficiency" and terminal education is not entirely
straightforward.

Some writers use the three terms as if there was a

natural correlation.

In some contexts, any of the three terms may be

used synonymously by certain writers on the junior college. 46

In other

contexts, social efficiency and semiprofessional training were
understood to be explanations and justifications for terminal education.
The relationship among the three terms not only helps in understanding
what junior college educators meant by terminal education but goes
further to reveal some of the perceptions and assumption that dominated
this group of educators in the 1920s and 1930s.
Terminal education was an important theoretical concept for the
national leadership of the junior college movement.

Emphasizing

terminal education reinforced the idea that the junior college was a
part of the secondary education system.

It appealed to those who wrote

about the vision of the junior college because terminal education fit
neatly into an hierarchical view of education and of society.
education was a derivative idea of social efficiency.

Terminal

The derivation

from the idea of social efficiency explains the reluctance of proponents
of terminal education to allow the debate to focus only on vocational
education even though supporters of terminal education found it
difficult to sustain rhetoric on those elements of terminal education
other than vocational.

There is usually a caveat that terminal

education is not just training for employment.

Some of the difficulties

of talking about vocational education in junior colleges were also
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ameliorated by the invention of the term semiprofessional.

The concept

of semiprofessional training tended to separate junior colleges from the
uses of vocational education in the high schools.

If social efficiency

was the justification for terminal education, terminal education found
expression in the concept of the semiprofessions.
Authors who used the term semiprofessional had a generally more
sophisticated view of occupational structures than those who talked
mainly of terminal education.

It was very common for those who wrote on

the semiprofessions to speak directly of social classes, particularly
the middle class, which was thought to be the abode of the
semiprofessions.

As in other terminology in this period, "semi-

profession" is not used consistently nor with a clear definition.

It is

doubtful if a coherent definition is possible since the term appears to
be used to defend an educational and social philosophy as much as an
occupational realm.
The Semiprofessions:

Attempts at Definition

In his article, "Success of Semiprofessional Curricula," Joseph
E. Williams described a semiprofessional program as "the curriculum ...
designed (for) ... the great middle class."

Having been an instructor at

LAJC and acknowledging his debt to William Snyder, Williams asked what
was the best way to determine the success of semiprofessional curricula.
The best way, he concluded, was to ask the graduates.

Had the program

helped them "adapt themselves to their social environment? What degree
of social intelligence have they attained?
community?

Are they an asset to their

... In other words have these men and women 'made good in
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11"f e I .. · ?"
.

Unsurprisingly, the survey that was the basis of this

article, produced an affirmative answer to all these questions. 47
Snyder went to great length to draw a picture of a school system
that emphasized academics.

Those who were academically minded got

superiority complexes.

Those who did not succeed in academics got

inferiority complexes.

This, of course, was wrong and each of the two

groups was made "less successful" in their contacts with college.

What

was worse, these maladjustments made for "social unrest."
William Snyder described the three groups that high school
students "readily" divide into:

the "book-minded," the "manual-minded,''

and "those who are neither the one nor the other, but who will make up
the great bulk of our productively industrial citizens."

For the first

group there were universities, institutes of technology, and liberal
arts colleges.

For the manually-minded there were good high school

programs and trade schools.

But for the large third group there were

only some private business colleges and technical institutes.

The real

function of the junior college, then, was to provide a program, a
semiprofessional program, for this large middle group.

Snyder quoted

Lange on the junior college being the educational service to those
between the professional classes and the artisan class.

Unlike the

lower division courses at the university which were foundational for
further scholarly study, general education for the semiprofessions was
to be exploratory only and designed to strengthen the citizenship skills
of the student. 48
While Snyder used the terms ''semi-professional" and "terminal"
curriculums as equivalents, Rosco Ingalls did not.

When writing about
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semiprofessional education, Rosco Ingalls, Snyder's successor at Los
Angeles Junior College, expressed a dislike of the phrase "terminal
education."

His objection was not that terminal education was too

limiting and vague; rather, he objected that semiprofessional was more
appropriate to describing the "junior college level."

Writers on the

semiprofessions emphasized the middle level position of these
occupations as opposed to the professions on the one hand, i.e.,
baccalaureate level, and manual occupations on the other.

If Snyder

spoke of the semiprofessions in generalities in the manner of a
missionary, Ingalls was more the bureaucrat and the maker of lists.
For Ingalls, semiprofessional courses were a major function of
all junior colleges and "the major function of a junior college in a
great metropolitan area"(emphasis Ingalls).

The objective of the

semiprofessional course was "that of a liberal education with an
occupational field."

In a typical gambit for the defender of an concept

on difficult ground, Ingalls began his definition by first stating the
"negative point of view."
training" courses.

Semiprofessional courses were not "trade

They were not courses for auto mechanics, bakers,

barbers, beauty shop operators and a host of others.
general education of the lower division type.

They were also not

For Ingalls, semi-

professional described:
families of occupational fields in our economic life that have
standards for vocational competence considerably above (trade school
training) ... and yet different from those developed by the fouryear senior
college and university liberal arts and professional
training. 49
It was a combination of the cultural and the vocational, the
liberal arts and the practical arts.

Ingalls listed three
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semiprofessional curriculums as examples of the programs at Los Angeles
Junior College.

Recreational Leadership was to prepare students to take

charge of playgrounds and recreation centers.

Civic health (opened to

women only) trained physician's and dentist's assistants.

The third

example was the program for peace officers.
Ingalls was more concerned about implementing practical programs
and paid less attention to social stability questions raised by Snyder,
but Ingalls' writing also shows weakness in the concept as did other
descriptions of semiprofessional programs.

Police officers, dental

assistants, and recreational leaders appear to share very little in
their training or occupational needs that could justify placing them in
a special occupational category of the semiprofessions.

Moreover, the

need for one or two years of institutional training for preparation for
these positions was not self-evident.

Such practical questions did not

slow the drumbeat for semiprofessional curricula as an expression of the
need for terminal education.

The problems of definition of

semiprofessional curriculums in the leadership ideology is paralleled in
the confusion seen in practice in junior colleges which claimed to have
such programs.
Semiprofessional Education in Practice
There is little evidence that the larger society felt any need
for the term "semiprofession," 50 and the general employment system in
the United States paid little attention to the concept.

The general

business literature of the period notes the concept only in passing.
Junior college writers, however, used the concept to provide students
with a socially acceptable goal . 51

It was an attempt to speak to the
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emerging bureaucratic structure of commercial life and the growth of
hierarchy in social groups.

The use of "semiprofessional" also attests

to the extreme sensitivity to social status questions of junior college
leaders themselves.
The concept of semiprofessions was significant to the junior
college leadership because it gave the junior college another claim to
distinctiveness and was thought to identify a potentially large body of
occupations that would grow even faster than the professional positions
which were to be the domain of the university.

Problems inherent in the

concept of "semi-professional education" are apparent in the literature.
Particularly as the literature matures from descriptive material to
surveys and analytical pieces, precision in definition of semi
professional is progressively lost.

The term semiprofessional

ultimately shares the same fate as terminal education and largely
disappears after World War Two.
A typical article in the descriptive genre is Victoria McAlmon's
"Vocational Guidance for Commercial Work."

McAlmon was Director of

Guidance at Los Angeles Junior College and as such was well aware that
LAJC was a leader in the field of semiprofessional education.

Her

article described the process of establishing a variety of curriculums
for Los Angeles students.

In consultation with the Los Angeles County

Medical Association, Dental Association, and the University of Southern
California Dean of the College of Dentistry, LAJC developed a curriculum
in laboratory and X-ray which, if such work could be done in the
physician's and dentist's offices by "trained women," would increase the
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revenues of the medical offices sufficiently to "enable a proper salary
to be paid ... " to the graduates. 52
A similar procedure was utilized in working with the
personnel managers of the "five largest banks" who knew the problems of
"their young men employees."

The banks apparently agreed that they

could pay a'higher salary to the junior college trained graduates.

We

have mass education, McAlmon noted, but "not yet mass placement."

The

LAJC plan was the method by which junior colleges were to meet the needs
of their communities.

She mentioned George Counts' speech to the

National Association of Placement Personnel entitled "Futilities of
Vocational Guidance in a Changing Economic Order."

She concluded that

we must avoid "the weakness and cruelty of training people for non. t en t paces
l
ex1s
.... 1153

A similar article, published in 1938, authored by Leland
Medsker, described the process in Chicago.

Medsker, then Director of

Occupational Research in the Chicago junior college system, focused on
business training, and technicians in engineering, chemistry, banking,
merchandising, and "Pre-Nursing."~
A somewhat different tack was taken by Raymond Davis, Professor
of Civil Engineering at the University of California.

Davis noted the

"grave deficiency" in engineering technicians observed by the Society
for the Promotion of Engineering Education.

Europe was ahead of us and

one of the problems was that teaching the traditional courses defined by
the university was too "easy."
already established.

Faculty just had to duplicate what was

Moreover, the control by the university over

articulation established "a false standard of values ... in the mind of
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parents and pupils."
met.

The needs of "that middle group" were not being

Davis commended Dr. Snyder and the Los Angeles Junior College for

the College's work, but urged efforts be made to "change popular
. .
"55
opinion.

In a survey of twenty-five California junior colleges, A. J.
Cloud, president of San Francisco Junior College, listed
vocational/semiprofessional curriculums common to most:

automobile

maintenance, drafting, pre-engineering, agriculture and business. A
smaller number of schools offered food service, hotel management,
clothing trades, seamanship, petroleum production, and numerous others.
The list of programs offered at only one junior college was even longer,
but Clouds' principal concern appeared to be areas not served.
business was served, there were not enough specific programs.

Although
There

were no reported programs in plumbing and heating, estimating,
contracting, and buildings and grounds.

There were some programs in

clothing construction, but none in clothing alteration, theatrical
costume, pattern grading and other areas that were presumably needed. 56
In his, Present Status of Terminal Education in the Junior
College, Walter C. Eells advocated increased specialization as well.

He

wanted dictaphone operators, hardware salespeople, machine bookkeepers,
ready-to-wear sales people and others.

Eells even quotes one employer

who wanted "clerks who please, receptionists who inspire confidence, and
a machinist who treats his tools like a gentleman."

In defining

terminal education Eells stated that one phase should be "vocational or
semi professional, one phase should be general or cultural. "57

In spite

of Eells' valiant attempt to beat the concept of the semiprofessions
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into a recognizable form, no useable definition nor generally accepted
list of the semiprofessions appeared in Eells' work or elsewhere.
That all was not well with the concept of "semiprofessional"
became clear when the terminology was subjected to more rigorous
scrutiny.

In 1940, a survey by Rosco Ingalls of sixteen California

junior colleges revealed problems with the complex of terms:
vocational, and semiprofessional education.

The majority of his

respondents did not want to use "terminal education."
was preferred, but not uniformly.

terminal,

Semiprofessional

One commentator argued that

"semiprofession" had ''too academic a connotation."

Another opined that

"semiprofessional" did not "accurately describe the vocational courses."
Another opinion was that semiprofessional could not describe the
"general curricula for terminal students." 58

In quoting "Twenty

Principles of Junior College Business Education" Eells concluded:
. . . as the junior college becomes more and more the people's
college, it will serve students of varying ranges of abilities,
aptitudes, and personal characteristics. Consequently the program
of terminal education, dealing with occupational preparation, will
prepare the worker to fit into occupations ranging from semiskilled
through skilled and semiprofessional levels of competence. 59
The diverse occupational training listed under the rubric of the
semiprofessions mirrors the confusion of definition apparent in the
literature and the diversity of programs instituted under this title.
The elevation of these discussions into the national policy
level provoked disputes.

In 1949 James W. Reynolds would call for an

end to the use of "terminal education'' in an editorial in the Junior
College Journal.

What does not appear to be clear to the junior college

leadership in 1940 is that the failure to produce an ideology that could
be effectively articulated on these issues threatened one of the
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principle positions of the junior college movement; namely, that the
junior college was a part of secondary education. 60 The doubts
demonstrated by Reynolds revealed the weakness of the leadership's
ideological position.

The public's interest in social mobility would

overwhelm the leadership's need to find an acceptable "place" for
themselves in the hierarchy of the educational system.
The key to this division in the movement can be seen in a
passing remark made by W. W. Charters at an NEA convention in 1929.

On

noting differing types of junior colleges, he identified the "municipal"
junior college.

This type of school was for "minor specialists",

"semiexpert" positions, and "minor executives".

Here, said Charters, it

is most clear that the junior college is a secondary school.
In a well-run army there is need for corporals, sergeants, and
lieutenants. Not many generals can be used. So in industry there
is need for men trained for minor executive positions which for
them will be terminal. This attitude towards the graduates
of
junior colleges may lack sentiment; but it is right. 61
The leadership's concern for economic development and a well
ordered society could not be more clear.

Yet an apology is needed.

His

sensitivity to a lack of "sentiment" and his assertion that his position
"is right," reveal the unarticulated conflict inherent in the leadership
ideology.

By "sentiment" he means those issues of upward mobility and

individual development that the leadership ideology had pushed into the
background.

Terminal education ignored these issues and the association

with secondary education blunted the issue of opportunity.

The

unwillingness to deal with the opportunity issue is based on the
leadership's social outlook and its own status needs in finding a place
in the educational hierarchy.

The combination of deference to and
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criticism of the university is reflective of this dilemma.
Identification with secondary terminal concepts answered to the goal of
social stability.
Like the concepts of civic and terminal education, the idea of
the semiprofessions provided the junior college ideology with a rhetoric
that was safe.

An important social purpose could be claimed by its use,

and the threat of attack from higher educational institutions was
avoided.
The emphasis on terminal education, taken from the high school
literature, gave promise of a large growth in junior college
enrollments.

The concept reduced conflict and competition with

universities and created a program allowing smooth transition from the
high school to the junior college.

The dual elements of the terminal

program, general education through citizenship education and
semiprofessional programs for vocational training, allowed the junior
college leadership to respond to their chief social concerns in the need
for human resource development and the fear of social instability.

It

was perhaps mildly troubling to the leadership that the public did not
respond positively towards a program that so effectively responded to
the leadership's ideology.

There was hope that public indifference

would be overcome.
CONCLUSION
Defining the junior college as a part of secondary education
satisfied a theoretical and a practical need.

Being seen as a logical

extension of general education created the potential for tremendous
growth in enrollment.

Junior colleges were also a response to the
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perceived need to delay the entry of youth into the work force.

In an

environment of evolving social status and changing occupational
positions, junior college terminal education held promise to junior
college students of an appropriate status position in society.

Junior

colleges would not flood the university and society with the unneeded
and unprepared if they operated properly, i.e., as terminal
institutions.

The struggle to define semiprofessions was a device to

create a curriculum focus.

Terminal education could be justified by

creating a new level of occupation that required a junior college level
of education. 62

Lastly, the social position of the junior college

specialist was consolidated by a definition which placed the junior
college in a firm niche between the high school and the baccalaureate
college and university.

This was not least important for avoiding

conflict with the university.
In the conflict between individual aspirations for mobility and
the social needs for stability and a coherent labor force, the national
leadership of the junior college movement constructed a conservative
vision which stressed finding a proper place for the individual.

When

the actual growth and development of individual junior college is
examined in numbers and curriculum, a rather different picture emerges.
The leadership concept of a terminal program, producing middle
level semiprofessionals, was a vision without social support. 63 The
vision satisfied the leadership's need to establish and promote an
occupational/professional niche for themselves but could not attract a
mobile and ambitious populace.
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CHAPTER IV
CONFLICT IN VISION:
LOCAL COLLEGES AND THE NATIONAL IDEOLOGY
INTRODUCTION
Since the greatest development of junior colleges occurred in
those states lately on the frontier of American expansion, the
leadership ideology that tied the junior college idea to new technical
and industrial demands is clearly an insufficient explanation.
Moreover, popular visions of what the junior college meant appear to be
decidedly at odds with the leadership ideology.

A third point to be

considered is the attitudes of faculty and administration of local
junior colleges.

Terminal education created a dilemma for them in

bridging the gap between local demands as against the national
leadership ideology.
In spite of the prodigious literature promoting terminal
education, the leadership was well aware that all was not well.

The

literature is sprinkled with concern that progress was not being made
toward real terminal education and that students and their parents
steadfastly and obtusely opted in favor of preparatory education by
large percentages.

The leaders expressed concern with the failure of

terminal curriculum to grow either in diversity of number and, of
course, in the failure of enrollments in these curriculums to meet
expectations.

Another concern was that the faculty and administrators
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of particular junior colleges did not understand the true principles of
terminal educations or were even indifferent or hostile to the idea.
Although the geographic peculiarities of public junior college
development were perceived, the concentration along the Mississippi
Valley and in California and Texas seemed to arouse relatively little
comment.

The small town focus of junior colleges also served to arouse

little mention except that late in the period under consideration, a
sense seemed to arise that there were different kinds of junior colleges
serving different clientele.
One reason these geographic issues raised little interest was
that the leadership ideology was universalistic, progressive, and growth
oriented in outlook.

If junior colleges had a peculiar geographic

spread and abnormal frequencies in certain types of communities, it was
of little interest because, in time, junior colleges would be everywhere
for everyone.

It did not seem to occur to the leadership that the

structure of junior college development contradicted the leadership
ideology in a most profound way.

While the ideology promoted universal

access to terminal education for training in citizenship and the new
occupations, junior colleges sprang up in relatively isolated areas away
from centers of social change, economic development and new occupations.
Patterns of growth in junior college development, elements of
support and opposition to junior colleges, and organizational structures
of junior colleges belie the national ideology.

Instead it appears that

issues of access, socio-mobility issues, and shrinking economic and
social opportunity played a critical role in junior college development.
The junior college as an organization reflected few of the principles
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outlined in the junior college ideology as set forth by the national
leadership.
THE DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC JUNIOR COLLEGES
The national leadership of the junior college movement showed
surprisingly little interest in the distribution of public junior
college.

With the exception of noting that nearly all public junior

colleges were west of or bordering the Mississippi and the obvious fact
that California dominated the field, writers paid little attention to
the issue.

National writers on the junior college also showed little

interest in the history or goals of individual colleges.
There were several reasons for this indifference to local
conditions.

In the first place the ideology of the movement assumed

that the growth of junior colleges was a logical outcome of social
forces and that ultimately public junior colleges would spring up in
areas devoid of them.

There was then no motive for trying to understand

why junior colleges grew in Texas and California out of proportion to
other states.

Moreover, the distinction between private and public

junior colleges, like the distinction between public and private
baccalaureate colleges and universities, was less significant in 1930
than it was to become later.

Hence, the large number of private junior

colleges in the east seemed to effect an educational balance and blur
the role of regionalism in public junior college development.

Then,

too, it was accurately recognized that the differences in state policies
and law and differences in personalities of state leaders had a major
impact in junior college development, making any kind of generalizing or
modeling difficult.

Lastly, it appears that the theoretical need for
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junior colleges in the leadership ideology tended to make national
commentators from the AAJC and the universities indifferent to
practical, real world motives for founding junior colleges.
The accompanying chart shows the sequence of junior college
growth state by state from 1902 to 1940. 1 The chart shows public junior
colleges that were extant in 1940.

There are several reasons why this

information must be taken as tentative and considered as less reliable
than could be hoped'.

The AAJC, which is the source of most of the data,

had a strong interest in showing growth.

As will be seen in examining

terminal enrollment, junior college promoters had a tendency to push
data to make it appear as favorable as possible.

Data from the U.S.

Bureau of Education and the AAJC seldom agree on numbers of junior
colleges nor enrollments during this period with the AAJC data
invariably showing larger number of schools and higher enrollments than
the Bureau of Education.
Definitional and other problems are also apparent.

The one

"public" junior college in Indiana, for example, was Vincennes
University, a two-year school that had a private origin, for a time was
supported by public money, and later became "private" again.

Again, the

single junior college in West Virginia was a two-year state supported
normal school.

Despite these caveats, the chart does show the general

tendency in the movement and the distributional elements of public
junior colleges.

YEAR
EST.
1902
1910
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
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1935
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ND
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1

1
2
2
4

2
1
3

1
1
1
1
4
2

2
1
4
5
1
4

2
1

1
2
2
4
5

1
2

2

2
2

1
4

1

2
1
2

1

1

3
9
3
3
2

2
4
1

3
1

1
4
2

2
1
1

3
2

2

3

2
1
1

1
2
2
1
2

1
5

TOTAL/.
STATE 12 49 26

9

2 12

1
2

3

1
2

2

1

3
2

1
2
4
1

9 27 15 26

2

8

1 11

5

3

3

2

3

2

3

2

2

6

3

2

1
3
2
5
6
3
3
4
5
5
13
10
10
9
18
33
12
13
4
5
8
11
11
12
8
5
17
12
1
250

1
2
5
7
12
18
21
24
28
33
38
51
61
71
80
98
131
143
156
160
165
173
184
195
207
215
220
237
249
250
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Although the chart shows Joliet Junior College as the first
public junior college being established in Illinois, it is twenty-two
years before the next public junior college appears in that state.

By

1924 when the second Illinois college is established, California has
seventeen and nationwide there were fifty-nine public junior colleges
already.
The Pattern of Growth in Public Junior Colleges
The data show that the single greatest year for opening junior
colleges before 1940 was 1927 when thirty-three were created in thirteen
states.

Twenty-eight had been established before 1920 and 127 were

opened in the decade of the 1920s.

Unsurprisingly, the opening years of

the depression saw a collapse in development.
opened between 1930 and 1933.

Only seventeen were

With the start of the New Deal, however,

and that philosophy of government investment, the rate of growth
increased again.
Although fifteen states added new public junior colleges for the
first time after 1925, the pattern was different than in earlier states.
None of the states adding new junior colleges had more than three junior
colleges by 1940 except Pennsylvania.

The keystone state is not

representative of this group because most of its junior colleges were
associated with state universities and share some characteristics of
branch campuses.

The states remaining the most developed in public
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junior colleges were those with a significant investment before 1925:
LEADING STATES IN JUNIOR COLLEGE 2
DEVELOPMENT

California
Texas
Iowa
Kansas
Oklahoma
Minnesota
Michigan
Illinois
Missouri

By 1925

By 1940

19
8
7
7
5

49
26
27
15
26
13
9
12
9

6

5
4
3

Together these nine states had 189 of the 250 public junior colleges
existing in 1940 or 74 percent.

These nine states also accounted for 80

percent of public junior college enrollment.
A further dominant characteristic of the distribution of
public junior colleges is apparent from an examination of the towns
which held junior colleges before 1940.

With rare exceptions these

colleges were in small towns far removed from public or private
baccalaureate colleges or universities. 3 Of the few exceptions, most
were in large cities such as Los Angeles and Chicago.

Considering that

the junior college ideology called for an emphasis on terminal education
for all students, the absence of junior colleges in areas already served
by four-year colleges and universities is revealing.

According to

leadership ideology, a two-year school emphasizing terminal education
could serve the population near baccalaureate colleges and universities.
This was not the case and effectively demonstrates the disparity between
theory and practice in the junior college movement.
The demographic element in the development of the junior college
movement seems peculiarly relevant and significantly unstudied.
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However, there are studies that reveal a relationship between junior
colleges and cultural geography.
on "demographic regimes."

One of these is Walter Nugent's work

It is not denying the importance of personal

qualities of state leaders, state policy issues, and political issues to
suggest that the junior college was also a response to cultural factors
related to demographics.
Walter Nugent's "Demographic Regimes" and the Junior College
Walter Nugent in Structures of American Social History outlines
a framework that is helpful in understanding the junior college.

Nugent

is an American population historian and conceives of "demographic
regimes 11 whose population characteristics have cultural consequences
that have influenced American hi story.

Nugent names broad "regime"

periods in American history such as the "frontier-rural" period from
1720 to 1870 and the "metropolitan'' regime which became dominant after
1920.

Demographically the frontier rural period was dominated by rapid

migration into the frontier areas, extremely high birth rates, high
death rate, young population, early marriage, rapid family formation,
and large families.

The high birth rate occurred because fertile land

was easily available for the start of new families and the expansion of
old ones.

The characteristic aggressive optimism and desire for

material advancement of Americans stems in part from this frontier
experience according to Nugent. 4
By contrast, the metropolitan period is one of low fertility,
low death rate, small families and great longevity meaning an older
population.

For Nugent, the curious thing is that with the change to a

used b y permiss i o n:
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metropolitan regime the dominant cultural values did not change that
much.

This was because the land-hunger of the frontier rural period had

been transmuted into money-hunger and home-owning hunger.

The

11

rural-

middle class" of the frontier-rural period had been converted into an
"urban middle class" by a process of redefinition and, Nugent might have
added, a vast expansion of occupational opportunity.

For Nugent the

middle class was redefined to include all those from clerk to
executive. 5
Nugent identifies the period 1870 to 1920 as the "Great
Conjuncture."

It was this period of time in which the demographic

characteristics shifted from one regime to the other.

It also covers

the period of Frederick Turner Jackson's frontier closing and the
development of the first public junior colleges.

Nugent is clear that

the transitions from one period to another are not smooth or clean.
Frontier-rural conditions and metropolitan conditions existed at the
same time in the United States.

Reference to the attached map from

Nugent's work reveals the increasing density of population in states
between 1870 and 1920.

Of those nine states showing the most

development in their junior college systems, six achieved areas of
population density of ninety persons and over per square mile for the
first time within this fifty year period of the Great Conjunction:
California, Texas, Iowa, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Minnesota.
Nugent argues that in order for the society to move from the
land opportunity of the frontier period into a metropolitan-urban
regime, there had to be a new "discovery of opportunity."

This

opportunity was the expansion of the urban middle-class and its
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occupations.

Nugent's conclusions are supported by the emergence of

public junior colleges in those states that reached a certain critical
population density just at the time when land opportunity was in decline
and being replaced by a middle class/occupational opportunity.

Nugent's

view supports those of Bledstein and Ben-David that the occupationalmiddle-class movement is critical to understanding American history
between 1870 and 1950.

It is around this concept that the rhetoric of

the junior college leadership revolved.

Nugent's work suggests that

those recently closed frontier areas where the dynamic of opportunity
was probably strong, but where agriculture now came to offer limited
opportunity, were areas most likely to create junior colleges to promote
and expand a different kind of opportunity. 6
The popularity of public junior colleges in certain states and
regions contradicts the explanations of the national leadership.
Terminal education for general education and employment, as described by
the leadership, might fit the needs of the states of New York, New
Jersey, or Ohio.

This explanation fails to explain public junior

colleges in Iowa, Texas, and California. An examination of local
concerns and local support for junior colleges also raises questions
with respect to the leadership point of view.
POPULAR VISIONS OF THE LOCAL JUNIOR COLLEGE
In a 1928 article in School Review, F. P. O'Brien of the
University of Kansas described himself as someone who had been "called
in by various communities of school officials" to give advice or make
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studies on the need for or problems with junior colleges:
It has happened much too often that propaganda without the
guidance of accepted criteria has seemed to be th7 chief bases
employed in the establishing of a junior college.
This article was to be a guide for those considering establishment of a
junior college or who were dealing with problems in an existing one.
"The first task should always be to secure the facts .... " After listing
need, cost, "immediate urge," and "apparent prospects'' as the four
headings to be considered, O'Brien noted that too often the decision was
made to establish a junior college first and then the "one
consideration" is to "get the college started as quickly as possible."
Establishing need, says O'Brien, has to do with the number of students
and "the presence of one or more colleges in the community."

The

"rivalry, conflict, and duplication attendant" upon the presence of
another college is to be avoided.
local college.

It is better to "cooperate" with a

Even if it is "denominational," there "seem" to be no

"unsurmountable" difficulties in having such a college perform "the
function expected of a public junior college." 8
It would, indeed, be unfortunate for the future of a junior
college if it were expected to represent merely two more years of
schooling, if it were promoted primarily for the business purpose of
improving the town as a trading center, or if a spirit of rivalry
with some other 9 town ... should lead to the hasty establishment of an
. t"t
ins
i ut'ion ....
In this article on founding junior colleges, O'Brien makes no
mention of terminal education, citizenship training, the goal of a
unitary concept of civilization, nor the need to understand a rapidly
evolving social system.

Getting to know the right people, social

contacts for students, does seem important.

"One of the most

significant values in college training comes from the many and varied
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" The concern with a community's economic motives

social contacts

and inter-community rivalries also seems to be a concern based on
O'Brien s experience. 1Q
•

I

•

O'Brien's concerns as a practitioner seem a far cry from the
national leadership ideology. The issues he raises for consideration
have little to do with the litany on terminal education or
semiprofessional training raised by the national leadership. The
conflict between theoretical reasons for the junior college and local
motives in establishing junior colleges is recognized only in passing in
the literature and usually anecdotally.
Similar anecdotal inconsistencies occur in the literature.
Local support in some states exceeded even statutory educational
authority.

A "college" appears to have been the goal, not terminal

education.

The Junior College Journal reported that the Kiwanis Clubs

of Okemah, Oklahoma, sponsored the creation of a junior college with the
cooperation of the Chamber of Commerce.

Subscriptions from twenty-five

citizens enabled the college to be established with a tuition rate of
$80.00 per year.

The college was under the "control'' of the Board of

Education, but it does not appear to have been legally a public school.
The Yakima Valley Lions Club organized a booster group to provide
support for the Yakima Valley Junior College.

Because the State

Attorney General of Washington had ruled against public funds for junior
colleges, four "private" junior colleges were established with governing
boards comprised of the same members as those on the public school
board.

Yakima was one of these.
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Another "private" junior college was established in Pueblo,
Colorado, with extensive community support.

Using the top floor of the

county court house, rent free, the Colorado Coal and Fuel Company
allowed the college the services of their libraries and librarian free.
Desks, blackboards, gas and water were also donated free or at a nominal
cost. 11

These examples reflect, remarkably, the experience of nearly

100 years earlier, when Illinois College was founded in Jacksonville,
Illinois in 1828.

The same qualities of boosterism and localism

characterize the founding of these junior colleges and liberal arts
colleges in western communities throughout the nineteenth century. The
pride and value placed in a local college was undiminished over a
century in time. 12
Examples of this kind of support were generally appreciated by
the junior college movement leadership, but another kind of interest
aroused fears in junior college leaders.

There was antipathy toward

political interests being involved in junior colleges.

This concern was

probably based on clean government issues but also involved the
disinclination of the professional expert to grant authority to nonspecialists.

This explains O'Brien's denunciation of local politics in

decision making and concerns about boosterism and "pork-barrel" issues
influencing decisions about establishing local junior colleges. 13

It

must have been with mixed emotions that the Junior College Journal noted
an item in the Denver Post to the effect that every state legislator
wanted to take a junior college home with him. 14
Considering the rather clear evidence that a local junior
college could draw strong local support, it is somewhat puzzling that
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the national leadership paid so little attention to this phenomenon.

In

the context of the leadership ideology, however, this kind of local
support was irrelevant and even threatening.

For the leadership, the

junior college was, in theory, a continuation of secondary education.
It was to meet local "needs" by providing terminal or semiprofessional
training.

Evidence of local support illustrated in the junior college

literature, however, has no discernible relationship to the ideology of
the professional leadership.

On the contrary, the evidence is strong

that local support for the creation of public junior colleges derives
almost exclusively from the desire to create an access point for
transfer to the university.
Professional Literature Versus the Popular Vision
Another kind of evidence showing the disparity of leadership
ideology and local reality in the growth of the junior college is seen
in a study by Leonard Koos.

Koos published a study in the 1921 School

Review entitled "Current Conceptions of the Special Purposes of the
Junior College."

He presented graphic comparisons of ''special purposes"

of the junior college from the literature and from public junior college
catalogs and private junior college catalogs.

While the professional

literature supported "Placing in the secondary school all work
appropriate to it," only 5 percent of public college catalogs mentioned
it.

While the literature supported the following purposes to a greater

or lesser degree, no junior college used these arguments in their
catalogs: making secondary school coincide with adolescence; avoiding
duplication and achieving economic efficiency; freeing the university
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from the burden of lower division students.

These reflect the secondary

level/terminal education outlook of the national leadership.
A review of catalogs of public junior colleges, intended for
local public consumption, shows striking differences that are
unsurprising but none the less revealing.

Nearly 100 percent of public

junior college catalogs put forward the function of "Offering two years
of college work acceptable to colleges and universities while less than
11

75 percent of the professional literature supported such a goal.
"Completing education of students not going on" received endorsement in
half the professional literature but in less than 25 percent of the
catalogs.

"Providing occupational training of junior-college grade

11

is

the only function in a long list in which college catalogs and the
professional literature agree closely.
about 50 percent of the time.

Both sources mentioned this goal

"Popularizing higher education" was

another goal frequently mentioned in both catalog and professional
literature.

"Continuing home influences during immaturity was
11

supported in the literature more than 75 percent of the time but only in
15 percent of the catalogs. 15
Even a cursory review of Koos' study shows that the rhetoric, at
least, of catalog and professional literature shows a major disparity.
Certainly this can be explained in part by the divergent audiences for
the two literatures.

Koos' "literature" is aimed at a professional

audience while the college catalogs are aimed at students, prospective
students, and their parents.

In spite of this, the disparity is so

great that the large difference between goals of the profession and the
goals of local college communities is exposed.
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conflicting Visions in the Local Junior College
Under the heading of "Why the Junior College'' the Junior College
Journal reprinted, with obvious approval, a page from the LaSalle-PeruOglesby Junior College in Illinois.

This was a public junior college.

What must have attracted Eells as editor was the emphasis placed in the
catalog on civic training and preparing the student for the right
"attitudes" for successful careers.

The goal was "as much character and

citizenship'' as the "acquisition of knowledge."

Catalog entries are

rare in the Junior College Journal, doubtlessly because they reflected
the national leadership ideology poorly.

The LaSalle-Peru catalog

appears to have been an exception but, in spite of that, the next line
in the catalog makes clear that "liberal arts" and "pre-professional''
courses are the first purpose of the college.

The catalog also stresses

the money the student will save over a four-year school . 16
Another example of the national leadership/local leadership
disparity is the Oak Park Junior College in Oak Park, Illinois.
was created in 1933 and survived only five years.

OPJC

Its creation was

stimulated by L. L. Leftwich who was then a graduate student at the
University of Chicago.

He was searching for a community in which to

found a junior college and settled on Oak Park which had easy elevated
train access to the University of Chicago campus.

Leftwich first

proposed his plan in 1933 to the public school board which was "tolerant
but not enthusiastic."

The college was then privately founded on the

strength of local donations with a board of local notables, one of whom
was a graduate of Stephens College for Women in Missouri.

The college
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catalog for 1936-1937 stresses the transfer function but also notes that
those seeking only two years will round out "their general education." 17
The courses are exclusively university centered.

Near the end

of the ten-page catalog, a paragraph on "Terminal Courses" informed
students that a "limited number of courses will be offered whenever
there is sufficient demand".

These would count toward OPJC graduation

and might or might not transfer.

Courses might include "world

citizenship," ''family life," "creative writing, biography, music
appreciation, fine arts and dramatics." 18

In the next year's catalog,

1937-1938, this paragraph is retitled ''Semi-Professional Courses."

The

student was warned that while these courses are aimed at "vocational
training," OPJC "has not introduced such courses as yet, because the
demand has not been sufficient to warrant it." 19
Further light is shed on the situation by a movement in Oak Park
to establish a public junior college.

Apparently, the private college

had helped to stimulate a public junior college movement.

There was an

unfortunate result in that the private junior college closed when talk
of a public college caused local financial support for the private
school to dry up in 1938. 20
There is a substantial amount of information in school files and
in the local press relating to the foundation of a public junior college
in Oak Park.

Throughout this debate, the university preparatory

function is of primary concern, while the concern for terminal education
that dominated the pages of the national professional literature is
barely mentioned at all.

In 1936 a citizen's group continued the study

for a public junior college and sent surveys out to 200 junior colleges.
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Of particular concern to the group was the observation that eighty-five
percent of the graduates of Oak Park River Forest High School went to
college before the depression but now only fifty-five percent did so.
one of the survey's questions asked how many of their junior college
graduates attended schools of higher learning.

For the public junior

college, it was reported that fifty-two percent did so. 21
One question asked if it was a disadvantage that Oak Park was
close to major universities.

Public junior colleges, in the survey

responses, advised that this was a positive advantage.

"More students

would complete junior college and continue on," said one respondent.
Others stressed "equality of opportunity" and the enhancement of
"opportunity.

11

A second survey was sent to fifty Chambers of Commerce in towns
with junior colleges.

The responses to the Chambers of Commerce

questionnaire elicited almost universal enthusiasm for the junior
colleges in their towns.

There were questions on tax rate impact,

general reputation, quality of work and impact on business.

To the

question, "Do your young people prefer terminal courses, liberal arts
courses, or both,

11

twenty-three answered both, thirteen said liberal

arts, and none responded terminal courses. 22
Lastly letters were sent to five university presidents at
Chicago, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan and Southern California.

All

responses were favorable to the establishment of a junior college with
the notable exception that two of the five presidents urged the
prospective college to stress terminal programs while the other three
allowed that both terminal and liberal arts courses could be offered. 23
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Oak Park's attempt to formulate questions to be answered in
regards to founding a junior college reveals the true interests of the
citizen's groups in the project.

The overriding concern was to create a

university transfer institution.

Interest in any of the leadership's

ideological issues was minimal.

The responses of the university

presidents are a marked contrast to the access concerns of Oak Park
citizenry.
Popular visions of the junior college were markedly different
than those put forward by national writers and the university
professoriate who concerned themselves with junior colleges.

The

popular view was that the junior college was a road to the baccalaureate
degree and by extension a road to social mobility and status preferment.
The national leadership emphasized the terminal function, necessary
social control, and protection of the university.

While both focused on

the development of junior colleges and neither the professional vision
nor the popular vision entirely excluded the other, the goals were
substantively different.

This dichotomy is visible on another level.

If we consider that the popular vision and the national leadership posed
the extremes, there was a group between these two groups, namely the
faculty and administrators of local community colleges.
THE DILEMMA OF THE COLLEGE FACULTY AND ADMINISTRATORS
The Junior College Journal reported 13,545 faculty in the junior
college in 1940.
administrators.

Presumably this includes presidents and other
Of the 13,000, 7,176 were at public schools and 6,369

at private. 24 This total figure represents nine percent of the nation's
higher education faculty.

Total enrollment in junior colleges was
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239,162 while "resident degree-credit enrollment" in all higher
education was 1,494,203. 25

It is not clear what the overlap is between

the two enrollment figures, but junior college enrollment represents
sixteen percent of the total enrollment figure.

After forty years,

junior college enrollment and faculty had come to be a substantial
portion of higher education.

In fact the time frame is even shorter

because junior college numbers and enrollment especially in the public
sector, made little impact until after 1920.
The junior colleges experienced a trend that presaged a
development in all higher education.

Long before baccalaureate schools,

enrollment in public junior colleges far exceeded enrollment in private
junior colleges, although the number of private schools was much greater
than public two-year colleges.
In 1921-22 only 26 percent of junior colleges were public;

by

1938-39 public junior colleges were still only 45 percent of the total.
It was not until 1948 that the number of public junior colleges exceeded
that of private schools.

Enrollment has a very different structure.

By

1922 public junior colleges already enrolled 52 percent of the students.
Public college enrollment was over 70 percent of the total by 1940. 26
The impact of this trend seems to have been lost on higher education and
it was not until after the Second World War that public baccalaureate
college and university enrollments outstripped those of private schools.
These public junior colleges were staffed by a work force whose
social composition and outlook is important for understanding the course
of the junior college movement.

Where known, the education, experience,

and training of junior college personnel suggest that junior college
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employment was a definite status enhancement for most of the
individuals.

This confirms Ben-David's view that the American

occupational system tended to broaden the number of high status
positions.

The result was an increased access to social preferment.

We should expect that junior college faculty would, at least, be
ambivalent towards the national leadership's program of terminal
education and tracking.

A junior college "professorship" was a

desirable social position.

Having themselves risen above their social

origins, the ambivalence of local faculty and presidents towards
limiting social mobility for their students is easy to understand.

What

we know of the social outlook of staff at individual colleges indicates
that tension on these issues did exist.
Junior College Presidents
The biographical dictionary, American College Presidents for
1931, lists sixty-seven presidents of public junior colleges. 27
Although all information is not complete for each individual, the short
biographies list birth date and place, education, experience, religious
affiliation, political party, and memberships for most individuals.
Since the ratio of presidents represented roughly reflects the order of
states where public junior colleges were strongest, an analysis of this
list may reflect the group as a whole fairly well.

Unsurprisingly,

twenty-seven or 61 percent of the forty-four presidents responding
indicated the occupation of father as farmer.
had three representatives each.

Only minister and realtor

Of the seventeen other occupations of

father, most suggest a rather humble origin.

Thirty-two of the

presidents were born in mid-western states; only one was born on the
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east coast (Maine).

It is unusual for these presidents to be working in

the state in which they were born; in fact geographically the tendency
is to receive education and later employment in a more westerly state.
Fifty-six of the sixty-seven had masters degrees and only three the
Ph.D ..

Of the master's degrees 70 percent came from only nine schools.
SCHOOLS OF ORIGIN 27
Columbia
State University of Iowa
University of Chicago
University of California
Stanford
University of Texas
University of Michigan
Illinois State College

u.s.c.

6
6
6
5

5
4
3

2
~2-

39

Of all degrees earned by the presidents, 57 percent were earned in
public higher education, this at a time when private schools produced a
substantial majority of American degrees.
In terms of work experience, 13 percent of the presidents had
been elementary teachers, 37 percent high school teachers, 45 percent
had been principals of high schools or elementary schools, and 31
percent had experience as superintendents.

It was common to be a high

school principal or superintendent and president or head of the junior
college at the same time.

Many junior college presidents had experience

in all four areas mentioned and their rise in level appears fairly
rapid.

Their geographic mobility from school to school and state to

state also seems high.
Of those identifying religion, 73 percent were Methodist,
Baptist, Presbyterian or Congregationalist.

For those identifying
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political party, 52 percent were Republicans, 46 percent Democrats and
one a Social Democrat (Colorado}.
from the southern states.

A strong majority of Democrats were

Sixty-six percent belonged to the NEA or one

or more state educational associations.

Eighty percent of the

presidents belonged to one or more of the following local organizations:
Rotary, Masons, Kiwanis, Lions, and the Chamber of Commerce.

It is not

without significance that more presidents belonged to local service
organizations than to professional groups. 27
There seems to be a strong likelihood that as a group these
presidents were aggressive with strong career-centered goals.

They

moved readily, changed jobs frequently, and were promoted quickly.

They

are overwhelmingly from the public elementary and secondary system.
None of the sixty-seven had been strongly associated with four-year
colleges or universities other than as a student.

Their interests in

building association with the local social and political elite is
overwhelming.

It seems safe to assume that they were ambitious and

sensitive to status issues.
An article by E. Q. Brothers on junior college organization,
reveals the perceptions of a number of presidents.

The conflict between

the values and outlook of local presidents and that of the national
leadership is readily apparent.

The 1928 article by Brothers analyzed

the organization of eighty-eight junior colleges responding to a survey.
Fifty-seven percent of the junior colleges shared the principal of the
high school who also was head of the junior college.

In about half

these cases, a dean administered the junior college under a principal:
otherwise, the principal administered both.

In another 29 percent a
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junior college dean reported to a superintendent.

Asked for their

preference if change was possible, the largest choice was for a separate
junior college administration.
respondents are illuminating.

The explanations given by the
The presidents responded that the junior

college should be "free from the influence of the high school."
"College methods" were required "to attain college standards."

The two

institutions had "divergent aims and interests" and "students
resent ... (the} ... paternalistic" qualities of the high school connection.
For a group of administrators at the forefront of the junior
college movement, these expressions seem to have little relation to the
national literature.

At a time when the AAJC and the university

professoriate specializing in the junior college were stressing the
secondary nature of junior college education, the sentiments expressed
above seem out of synchronization at best.
The respondents to the survey were asked what plan of
organization they had for their school system and what they would
prefer, i.e., 8-4-2 (meaning 8 grades in elementary 4 in high school 2
in junior college} or 6-4-4, and so on.

Twenty-five of the respondents

wanted the 6-3-3-2 plan but that was fewer than the number that already
had the system (31).

Thirty-one respondents wanted a 6-4 4 plan.

None

of the respondents had such a system although there were a few examples
of this system nation wide.

In the 6-4-4 system there are six years of

elementary school, four of junior-high/high school, and a four-year unit
in which the eleventh, twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth years would
be combined in a unit; that is, the last two years of high school and
the junior college.

When asked why this plan was not used if it was
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preferred, the answers were diverse.

Ten said it was not legally

permissible, sixteen referred to traditionalism, eight responded that it
would cause problems with interscholastic sports, and eight expressed
concern that the plan had not been tried.
The responses to this survey suggest that the junior college
presidents and deans had an unresolved conflict over the nature and
function of the junior college.

While they expressed preference for a

6-4-4 plan which combined the junior college and high school in a nontraditional way, the preference for separate administration of the
junior college and the pointed arguments against ''union" with the high
school suggest a rather basic conflict in values.

One comment on the

need for a separate junior college evoked a motif that constantly arose
as a criticism of the junior college and its closeness to the high
school:
College students prefer a separate institution, as it is morie
dignified and it is easier to break with high-school tradition. 8
Faculty Visions of the Junior College
Information on faculty as opposed to college presidents is less
available and less detailed.
still valuable.
quite small.

The data are collective in nature but

It should be pointed out that many junior colleges were

The year 1934 is typical. 29 Seventy percent of the junior

colleges had fewer than 200 students.

Private schools tended to be

smaller and account for a high proportion of the smallest schools but
enrollment was small in public schools too.
per institution were also very small.

Numbers of faculty members

Then, too, in the 1920s two-

thirds of all junior college teachers also taught high school classes. 30
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The sensitivity of junior college administrators to status and
morale problems related to association of the junior college with high
school has already been noted.

In writing for the Junior College

Journal, Floyd Bailey, President of Santa Rosa Junior College, recounted
the history of the school.

He had worked there for seventeen years.

"I

have found the work extremely interesting because, since the movement
was new there were no beaten paths to follow." 31

The major change in

these years in the eyes of President Bailey was the separation of the
high school from the junior college.
complained had been "high schoolish."
very unsatisfactory conditions.

The whole atmosphere, he
"For nine years we labored under

Finally, in 1927, the junior college

separated."
The remainder of the article is taken up with reasons why
separation was preferable at least for Santa Rosa.
a new start ... " is needed for the student.
shift from instructor to student.

"A new environment,

The responsibility must

We must avoid "the same old

environment with the same faculty and schoolmates."
judgment President Bailey surveyed his faculty.

To confirm his

All eleven respondents

agreed separation was better, teaching was easier, the college had
improved, and they did not wish to return to a joint organization.

The

last question asked the faculty if they would continue teaching at Santa
Rosa if the college was reunified with the high school.
responses only one gave a unqualified yes.
reluctant to do so.
so."

Of the eleven

The others were more or less

One said "only dire necessity would cause me to do

Removed from the theorizing of the national literature, it seems

that real teachers and real presidents had a rather different view of
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what the junior college should be than the American Association of
Junior Colleges.

Junior college faculty and administrators tended to

judge their colleges as good the more they approached some idealized
picture of a four-year college.

This was better for the students and

Bailey said that students "would most heartily endorse" this idea.
The conflict between the high school model and the college model
in the minds of the junior college faculty illustrates the tensions in
their ranks when conceptualizing the function of the junior college.
And though evidence of conflicts of this kind is common, it is rarely
the subject of intentional commentary.

The literature in the Junior

College Journal contains ideas antithetical to its ideology but does not
confront them in its pages.
CONCLUSION
The ideology of the national leadership was not the driving force of the
junior college movement.

The leadership program of terminal education

was not reflected in the geography of the junior college, popular
attitudes toward local colleges, nor the unqualified interests of
faculty and staff of local colleges.

The evidence shows that local

popular support for the junior college saw it clearly as an access point
to higher education, not as a source of terminal education for lower
status semiprofessions.
remarked.

Local enthusiasm for a junior college is often

Where we can see such support, it comes from the most active

centers of the local business elite including Chambers of Commerce and
local businessmen's service clubs.
Faculty and staff of local junior colleges clearly had
ambivalence towards the concept of terminal education.

~n

Their strong
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desire to distance themselves from the local high school is eloquent
testimony that secondary education was not an entirely satisfactory
level and not an entirely desirable part of the definition of the junior
college.

William Proctor may have thought it desirable to be the top

level of secondary education, but many local junior college staff appear
to have been very anxious to make the junior college as much like the
four-year college as possible.
The geographic distribution of junior colleges before 1940
produced a pattern that contradicts, in many ways, the leadership's
ideological vision that junior colleges were for the new industrial age.
Junior colleges grow in areas which were relatively isolated from the
main lines of industrial and commercial development.

However, seen from

the perspective of Walter Nugent's demographic regimes, junior colleges
make eminent sense.

They arise in areas experiencing the transition or

conjunction between a declining land opportunity of the frontier and the
metropolitan opportunity of new occupations.

In this respect the

national junior college leaderships were correct in that they were
educating for a ''new" middle class.

They parted company with the local

audience, however, in seeing the junior college as appropriately guiding
its clients into a certain social and occupational level.
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CHAPTER V
CONFLICT IN VISION:

THE STUDENTS

AND THE NATIONAL IDEOLOGY
INTRODUCTION
While the literature produced by the national leadership of the
junior college movement repeatedly called for terminal education,
semiprofessional training, and general education for those who would not
go on to four-year schools, this literature was also filled with
expressions of regret, frustration, and dire warnings that progress was
not being made in this arena.

"Nominally, a large number of junior

colleges offer 'terminal curricula;'" however, "many of these .
but regroupings of courses offered in other curricula .
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are
"The

so-called terminal courses have never come up to expectation in the
secondary schools and they are not working as well as we should expect
in the junior college

"2

"One of the most illuminating realities

standing forth . . . is the paucity of vocational courses or curricula
provided in California junior colleges." 3
Studies from the period confirm the anecdotal evidence that the
terminal education movement was troubled.

Study after study identified

terminal curriculums which failed to develop.

Studies with an

optimistic tone often achieved their outlook by virtue of murky
definition and poorly delineated categories.
Enrollment studies show a strong domination by transfer or
"preparatory" enrollments over terminal or semiprofessional.
122

Studies of
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social origins and father's occupations from the period cast light on
this conundrum.

The junior college writers were correct when they saw

themselves as serving the "great middle class," but they erred in
assuming that this middle class was interested in training for middle
level or semiprofessional occupations.
Junior colleges enrolled lower percentages of students from
higher socio-economic groups than did four-year schools.

They did

enroll more students from the lowest social groups than four-year
schools; however, the percentage of those in the lower groups was still
small.

The bulk of junior college enrollments came from middle level

occupational groups.

Junior colleges appear to have broadened college

enrollment horizontally through social groups but not vertically into
lower groups to a significant degree.

Junior colleges more nearly

reflect high school enrollment in their social make-up than four-year
public or private colleges.

But these factors did not result in the

enrollment in classes aimed at middle-level occupations nor a middlelevel social position.

On the contrary, junior college students took

courses that were preparatory to university studies.
A related phenomenon is the relative rarity and the small
enrollments in agricultural curriculums in junior colleges.

Given the

distribution of junior colleges in rural states and smaller towns, one
would expect a significant concentration of father's occupations in
agriculture.

Surprisingly the percentage of students with father's

occupation in agriculture is higher in four-year schools, state and
private, than in junior colleges.
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These anomalies suggest a variety of motivations for attendance
at junior colleges, all of which are at odds with the prevailing
ideology of the national leadership who argued that the junior college
should primarily be terminal with a focus on middle-level occupational
training and citizenship.

Few writers on the junior college seemed

interested in the analysis of this quandary.

Those who did, like A. J.

Cloud, offered rather little in explanation.

Walter Eells, for all his

commitment to terminal education, had a critical insight into the
failure of terminal education.

He wrote:

We have done a lot of talking about reorgan1z1ng junior colleges
as the culmination
of the secondary education and done very little
about it. 4
It is very difficult to enroll students in a curriculum upon the
gates of which are inscribed the motto 'Abandon
all hope of
university education ye who enter here.' 5
The leadership persisted in pushing terminal education in the
face of mounting evidence that it lacked public appeal.

The evidence of

enrollment points out the disparity between leadership ideology and
public preference.
STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
The social origins of students was of great interest to
educators in the period before 1940.

It was the subject of inquiry for

all school levels but particularly for high schools and above. Social
background ratios were an important piece of evidence for those who
wished to require four years of high school attendance.
For the junior college professionals, the question of social
origins of student was important.

Enrollment in public junior college

was not required, so the source of junior college enrollments was
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broadly important in questions of institutional growth and development.
This question was also related to certain assumptions made about ability
and suitability for education above the high school.

I.Q. testing was

only one expression of an assumption that ability levels were inherent.
Further assumptions that ability was in some degree inherent in racial
and ethnic origins were usually unspoken but fairly apparent.
In "Selection of Students for Terminal Courses," Alfred M. Potts
II, Director of Middlesex County Junior College in New Jersey, presented
a typical "guidance" perspective on junior college students.

To meet

the "needs" of communities where junior colleges where established, "we
must. .. determine more accurate methods of guiding students."

"Unless we

propose to defeat the purpose of the public junior college," new
measures for tracking students must be found.

Clearly, he says,

students chose a track of study aimed at transfer to a baccalaureate
college, but:
It is wrong to permit a student to utilize his period of
preparation for life by preparing for advanced study when that
student should be preparing for active participation in life
itself. 6
To accomplish this, "a guidance program" must be designed to
secure "a complete picture of each" student.

This picture was to be

composed of "'(l) facts regarding student's family, (2) facts regarding
student's home situation, (3) facts regarding student's occupational
duties outside of the college

I H

Nothing suggested that student

ability or motivation should be considered, only his social position.
If this view is more extreme than others, little separates it from many
similar statements except in degree.

Such views were common and they

explain the strong interests in the social origins of students. 7
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Social Origins of Students and the National Ideology
A leading study of student social origins was 0. Edgar Reynold's
The Social and Economic Status of College Students (1927).

Reynolds

included junior college information in some parts of his study.

Other

authors, including Koos (1925}, Walker (1935), Anderson (1934} and Lide
(1935), did similar work on the junior college. 8
Reynold's study provides the following percentage comparisons of
father's occupational group by high school, public junior colleges,
state and private universities:
ENROLLMENT BY FATHER'S OCCUPATION9
Private
Colleges
Public Public
High
Junior
and
U.S.
State
Univ.
Census Schools Colleges Univ.
Proprietors
Professional
Service
Managerial
Service
Commercial
Service
Clerical
Service
Agricultural
Service
Artisan
Proprietors
Manual Labor
Unknown

8.0

19.8

19.l

24.4

26.0

3.8

9.4

14.0

15.1

20.9

7.2

16.5

16.3

10.9

9.0

3.9

9.5

9.3

6.9

7.0

3.0

5.8

3.8

1.4

2.5

28.5

2.4

14.2

26.8

20.8

*

4.2

2.8

1.1

1.4

45.6

29.1

15.6

11.3

10.9

*

3.3

4.9

2 .1

1.5

This chart provides a unique perspective on the junior college
program.

First it is clear, as George Counts had already shown for the

high school, 10 that higher education disproportionately served those at
the higher end of the occupational scale:

proprietors, professionals,
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managers and those in "commercial service" are represented far above
their proportions in the general population.

In fact, these four

categories account for more than 50 percent of all enrollment for the
four different types of institutions while these occupational groups
represent only 22.9% of the total population.

Curiously enough, the

proportion of these four groups in the junior college is even higher
than in the state universities.

Almost 63 percent of enrollment in

private universities came from the four highest classes, 55 percent in
the high schools, 58.7 percent in the junior college, but only 57.3
percent in state universities. 11
Although public junior college enrollments on this chart
compare most favorably with the high school, two anomalies require
further discussion.

Whereas the junior college has 14.2 percent of its

enrollment in children of agricultural service, far exceeding that of
the high school, this percentage of enrollment is far below that of
state universities and even private universities.

Considering the small

town character of the junior college already demonstrated, this is
surprising.

One needs to keep in mind that these figures represent very

large data cohorts for high school and state and private colleges but,
in 1927, it would be a relatively small group for public junior
colleges.

Reynolds' data for junior colleges is taken from Koos' work

which was done before 1924.
The other anomaly is represented by the children of those in
professional service.

While the junior colleges reflect the high school

in most other categories, two-year college enrollment of children of
professionals is much higher and represents a closer comparison to
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baccalaureate colleges than high schools.

Keeping in mind the

distribution of junior colleges in small towns and rural states along
the Mississippi and the west, the percentage of enrollment from
professional classes is even more unexpected.

Keeping in mind the

arguments of Nugent and the nature of the progressive political
movement, the professional groups in the smaller towns, founded for the
most part within the last fifty years, would be likely to see
opportunity arising from the new professions in business life.

The

percentage of professional service children in the junior college argues
forcefully for the position that the junior college was an institution
expressing this group's goals and aspirations.
The scarcity of enrollments from agricultural groups (and the
lack of agricultural programs which will be seen) reinforces the vision
of the junior college as an institution of small town professionals and
business people.

Given the rural-agricultural state distribution of

junior colleges and the emphasis on terminal education of the
leadership, it is difficult to explain why there is not a higher
proportion of farm children in the junior colleges.

This difficulty can

be better understood if the junior college is seen to be an institution
catering to social and occupational groups with a professional
orientation and interest.
Three other studies allow us to compare the data shown by and
used in Reynold's study.

One study by Anderson is based on national

data, the second by Walker is for the state of Mississippi and the last,
by Lide, is of a single junior college newly created in Chicago as a
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result of the economic emergency.

The comparison of the studies is as

follows:
ENROLLMENT IN JUNIOR COLLEGE BY FATHER'S OCCUPATION 12
U.S.
Census Koos
( 1927) (1921)
Proprietors
Profess i ona 1
Service
Manageri a1
Service
Commercial
Service
Clerical
Service
Agricultural
Service
Artisan
Proprietors
Manual Labor
Unknown

Anderson
(1930)

Walker
( 1934)

Lide
( 193 5)

8.0

19 .1

12.8

10.9

3.2

3.8

14.0

12.7

8.7

9.0

7.2

16.3

11.3

11.4

8.0

3.9

9.3

9.2

5.2

7.7

3.0

3.8

3.5

1. 9

2.9

28.5

14.2

16.5

45.4

3.2

*

2.8

1.6

1.1

13.8

45.6

15.6

22.9

14.2

48.2

*

4.6

9.5

1. 2

4.0

There is a fair degree of correspondence between the data of
Koos and Anderson, both of which are from national samples.

The

Anderson study, nine years later than Koos, shows a general and gradual
trend towards serving a more socially distributed clientele than Koos in
1921.

This is unsurprising as the number of public junior colleges more

than doubled in those nine years.

It probably also reflected the trend

in all types of higher educational institutions.

The state-wide study

by Walker of publicly supported junior colleges in Mississippi and Edwin
Lide's study of a civil-works-supported junior college in Chicago
reflect the kind of diversity we would expect when the national data of
Koos and Anderson are broken down by state and individual schools.
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Mississippi reveals a service to agricultural families in keeping with
its population, while Lide's Chicago institution reflects its service to
families of manual laborers.

Mississippi junior colleges served only

36.2 percent of students from the first four occupational categories
while CWES Junior College in Chicago served only 27.9 percent in these
categories.

Nevertheless this socio-economic student percentage still

exceeds the percentages reflected in national figures for these groups.
In spite of the exclusion of all blacks from the Mississippi figures
(all Mississippi junior colleges were for whites only in 1934) and the
CWES Junior College in Chicago having public junior college competition,
their respective enrollments show significant enrollment from all
occupational groups with disproportionate numbers from the higher
levels. 13
These responses do not support the agenda of the national
leadership.

On the contrary, the transfer or preparation function

appears to be the predominant goal.

Just as the data in the previous

chapter do not support the purposes of terminal education, the
information in this section suggests that neither the social backgrounds
nor the motivations of students have much in common with education for
citizenship, terminal education, nor semiprofessional training.

When we

examine enrollment in specific curriculums, this view is reinforced.

An

examination of how proponents of terminal education handled enrollment
figures confirms a tendency to exaggerate interest in terminal education
buttressed by fuzzy definitions and undiscriminating categories.
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ENROLLMENT IN TERMINAL PROGRAMS
In his Present Status of Terminal Education, Walter C. Eells
presented an exhaustive amount of data.

For 1941 Eells gave the

enrollment of public junior colleges as 168,228 in 258 separate schools.
Over 70 percent of these colleges had less than 500 students enrolled.
Fifteen percent had less than 100 students.

But over 75 percent of

student enrollment was found in the 28 percent of the colleges with 500
or more students. 14
By Eells' count 87,487 students were in "all curricula" in
public junior colleges.

He apparently considers the balance of 80,741

students to be "special'' students.

Nationwide, 30,261 students or 35

percent of those in "curricula" were in "terminal curricula."

As one

would expect, there was wide variation among states from zero enrollment
in terminal courses in Wisconsin to 100 percent in Alabama.

Eells gives

the following data for those eight states with highly developed junior
colleges.
ENROLLMENT 15
Public
Junior
College
Enroll
1941
California
82,666
Illinois
16,574
2,554
Iowa
Kansas
5,125
Minnesota
3,062
3,741
Missouri
Oklahoma
5, 136
11, 822
Texas
Public Jr.
Colleges (US) 168,228

% of
Graduates
of 1939
Continuing
% in
Terminal
in Higher
Curriculum Education

Continuing
Students in
1940 as a %
of Freshman
1937

50
16
8
44
28
19
8
19

53
61
50
46
54
53
62
60

17
22
19
19
23
19
18
1.5

35

54

18
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Several problems are apparent from the data already cited.

By

dismissing almost half the enrollment in public junior colleges as not
being enrolled into "curricula," the validity of any percentage estimate
of terminal enrollment is brought into question.

More revealing are the

data presented from the eight states that are geographically and
socially diverse.

Although tending toward the agricultural side, their

economies and ethnic composition are heterogeneous.

Yet the percentage

of public junior college graduates going on to higher schools is
remarkably uniform.

It ranges only between 46 and 62 percent.

Continuing students in 1940 compared to freshmen of 1937 is an
even more uniform number in contrast to the wide differences in
''terminal" enrollments.

The eight state average is 19 percent with a

spread of only 17 to 23 percent.

By contrast, Eells indicates the range

of student percentage in terminal education curricula between 8 percent
and 50 percent.

The relative uniformity of transfer ratios as opposed

to enrollment in terminal programs is striking.

This suggests that the

designation of terminal courses was a construct of junior college
professionals that had little relevance to the perceptions or choices of
students.

From another perspective, the enrollment of 50 percent of

California's students in terminal programs resulted in essentially the
same transfer rate as Missouri which had only 19 percent in terminal
programs.

Iowa with 8 percent in terminal programs had 19 percent of

its entering freshman enrollment transfer to universities.

This was the

same transfer/entering freshman result as in Kansas where 44 percent
were claimed as enrolled in terminal curricula.

The frustration of

terminal education proponents is easy to understand.
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The wide divergence of terminal enrollment is better understood
if we examine the subjects Eells considered terminal.

A quick glance

shows that many of the subjects or programs are now baccalaureate
programs and were then somewhere in the process of evolving into fouryear programs. 16 Examples are teaching, architecture, accounting,
journalism, speech and dramatics, and engineering.

The problem is

further clarified by Eells' use of the terminal category of "General
Cultural .

11

General cultural courses enrolled 16 percent of all public

junior college terminal students.

Presumably Eells meant by this term,

liberal arts courses which were intended to be terminal, i.e., build
citizenship or social intelligence, but given the broad use of "terminal
education" by Eells, it would be presumptuous to believe that students
taking terminal general cultural courses in 1938 had a basic concept of
the distinction between terminal and preparatory cultural courses.
Courses in education are an instructive example of the problem
of contrasting terminal and baccalaureate education.

According to

Eells' school by school analysis there were 5419 students in "teaching"
curriculums in the junior colleges of 1938.
of all terminal enrollments nationwide.

This

represents 18 percent

But only thirty of these 5419

students were involved in eastern private junior colleges and only 207
of them were enrolled in education in California.

Since Eells reported

17,560 terminal students in California, this requires some explanation.
Certification of teachers in California was in advance of most of the
county in assuming a baccalaureate as the minimum degree for teaching.
This is reflected in the small California teaching enrollment. 17
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The absence of California and eastern states from this teaching
enrollment leaves 5182 students enrolled in teacher curriculums among
the 12,620 remaining terminal students enrolled in other states. This
means that of all junior colleges outside of the northeast and
California in 1938, 41 percent of students whom Eells considered
terminal were enrolled in education curriculums.

Should we remove

education enrollments from the ranks of terminal students plus a few
other fields like journalism which were arguably becoming four-year
programs, the actual number of students in terminal curricula becomes
very small.
Data provided by Eells on particular schools does not help
clarify the picture of terminal education.

The states shown vary from

15 to 33 percent in terminal enrollment, but within states terminal
enrollments vary to a great degree.

California shows colleges that

range from 2 percent to 98 percent in terminal enrollment.

These

percentages seem to be independent of size of student enrollment or
geographic location of the college.

These kinds of variations suggest

that resulting percentages reflect more the organization of the schools
and local administrative categories than student choice or public need.
One characteristic that does appear more consistently in the
data is that larger urban schools appear to have larger terminal
enrollments.

This, however, probably reflects a more diverse program

which was insupportable in smaller institutions and a more diverse
population from which to draw students.

It is also likely that in

larger urban areas the presence of alternative forms of higher education
drew off baccalaureate focused students leaving a residue of less well
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prepared students and students with lower expectations to the junior
college.

There is little reason to believe that the terminal programs

in urban junior colleges resulted from popular demand nor a general
recognition that terminal cultural programs were desirable or beneficial
to students.
Eells reported terminal enrollment data in summary form.

They

are as follows in order of enrollment:
Terminal Enrollments 18
Program
Enrollment
1938-39
Business
General Cultural
Engineering
Public Service
Fine Arts
Agriculture
Health Services
Home Economics
Miscellaneous
Journalism

11, 278

4,724
3,915
3,033
2,341
1,631
1,029
876
761
673

% of

Terminal
Enrollment
37%
16%
13%

10%
8%
5%
3%
3%
3%
2%

Since he reports elsewhere in the same study that 5419 students
were enrolled in "teaching," it is not clear where such students are in
these summary figures.

No single category such as "Public Service" is

large enough and it does not seem possible that the "teachers" would be
divided up into the other categories.
Terminal Curriculums
A comparison of some data in Clyde Calvert's work with that of
Eells is helpful in confirming the view that terminal education was more
responsive to administrative needs in junior colleges than to popular
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demand.

This data shows that terminal curriculums reflected structure

of school, size of school, baccalaureate college competition, and
student population pool.

Colvert and Eells provide little evidence that

all the leadership emphasis on terminal education had significant
positive impact on the operations of real junior colleges.
Colvert reported on the number of schools offering various
terminal curricula.

Nearly 80 percent had commerce, 55 percent

education, and 23 percent agriculture.

Colvert found that school size

had an important effect on the terminal program.

More than half the

schools with fewer than 300 students offered education programs.

In

schools over 1000 students, or large city schools, only 10 percent did
so.

For mechanic arts, the opposite was true.

Only 5 percent of the

smallest schools offered such programs, while over half of the schools
over 1000 did.
Variations in program offerings reflected local constraints and
values but not the national ideology.

The education courses offered

appear, by title, to be standard courses to be found at any normal
school or state university.
vocational training.

The mechanics courses are typical of

Only the auto mechanics courses show the

unambiguous influence of modern technology.

Often the limitations in

technical training reveal the high cost of instructional equipment.
Smaller colleges could not afford the capital investment.

Offerings in

education are limited by size, undoubtedly because larger schools, those
over 1000 enrollments, tended to be found in large urban communities
where there were competing institutions of higher education which
offered programs in education. 19
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Offerings and enrollments in terminal curriculums show a variety
of influences, but they do not show a public nor a professional
commitment to leadership principles relating to terminal or
semiprofessional education nor to education for citizenship or social
efficiency.

On the contrary, programs offered seem to be opportunistic,

traditionally focused, and to be influenced by factors other than
in the sense used by junior college leaders of the period.

11

need

11

Moreover,

the major studies of the period such as Colvert and Eells appear to use
distinct and incompatible terminology, focus on administrative
categories rather than content analysis, and at least in Eells' case, be
so partisan as to raise the issue of validity.

On many grounds, Eells'

data raise questions as to their usefulness, not by reason of any
intentional deception, but because the author uses the information in a
way that reflects his prescriptive rather than descriptive purpose.
"WE'LL NOT HAVE HEAVEN CRAMMED:"

THE STUDENT VISION

Leaders who promoted terminal education and the semiprofessions
in the 1930s and 1940s show a confusion and inconsistency in approach
that draws attention to the ambiguity in their ideology between
opportunity for social mobility and the desire for social stability.
They ignored evidence that terminal programs were neither understood by
students nor popular, and they criticized universities for exclusivity
while they themselves promoted terminal programs.
For junior college professionals, specialized vocabularies were
one of the insignias of professionalization.

Using specialized

vocabularies and producing surveys based on specialized concepts such as
terminal education and the semiprofessions had, perhaps, the unintended
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effect of widening the gulf between scholarly interests and the reality
of actual junior college practice.

This gulf helps explain the tenor of

some of the literature in which writers seem to overlook results of
surveys which could be interpreted as contrary to their conclusions.
One such article is Joseph E. Williams', "Success of SemiProfessional Curricula."

At the time this article was published (1935),

he had been associated with William Snyder at Los Angeles and Snyder's
terminal education emphasis.

Williams begins by telling us that "75

percent" of LAJC's students have selected the "semi-professional
curriculum" hence "this becomes the most important function" of LAJC.
The curriculum is designed for "the great middle class" for "general
cultural training and a usable vocation."

He uses ''vocational" and

"semi-professional" interchangeably and reminds us that the nineteen
curricula have been developed in conjunction with "local business and
professional men. 1120
A twenty-item questionnaire was sent to 640 graduates "of the
semi-professional curriculum."
percent.

The total returned was 285 or forty-five

In spite of the fact that these were students training for a

"usable occupation," 33 percent of the graduate respondents were still
going to school.

About one-third were still enrolled in LAJC and the

rest distributed to thirty-three other institutions including the
University of Southern California and the University of California at
Los Angeles.

For "course of study," 11 percent responded "liberal

arts," 17 percent "general business and business law," and 14 percent
"secretarial."

Smaller numbers gave recreational leadership,

accounting, drama, and nursing among others.
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In response to the survey question "Should other courses be
offered to insure better training?"

William's listed ninety-two replies

including courses focused on baccalaureate degrees, a request for
"social arts" courses which would make the student more socially
cultivated, and making the two-year college a four-year college.

In

addition there were demands for more courses in history, economics,
psychology, and sociology.
students clear.

This list makes the mobility interests of

The calls for compulsory social arts courses for all

students are poignant testimony to student awareness of social
structure.

At the conclusion of the article, Williams congratulates

himself on the success of the program:
. . . these students, through the achievement of the Associate
in Arts will have developed new systems of though, have become
critical, and, even during these
trying times, have been able to
serve their community better. 21
He notes that 65 percent of the graduates are employed, "62
percent are following the work for which they were trained."

These

figures would be more impressive if the author had provided data on
employment rates before and during enrollment.

He had also earlier

dismissed 14 percent of reported employment as lacking the exercise of
imagination and taste and hence being below the "semi-professional
1eve1 . "22
It is not clear where William's figure of 75 percent enrollment
in semiprofessional curriculums is found.

Eells' data indicate a figure

of thirty-three percent enrollment in terminal programs at LAJC. 23
These conflicting data are not unusual and neither are student responses
that show a large number of graduates of semiprofessional or terminal
programs transferring to a baccalaureate college or university.
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students were uninterested in distinctions between transfer, terminal,
and vocational and overall were dominated by a desire for higher
education beyond the "Associate in Arts title."

Williams' use of

statistics of doubtful validity, questionnaires biased in their focus,
categories irrelevant to his subjects, and conclusions of a generally
vague nature are fairly common combinations in junior college literature
of this period.

The context of higher education in the United States

during this time encouraged a position such as Williams' because such an
approach extended the secondary level to include the junior college and
did not threaten the purview of the state universities.

If he ever read

it, President Sproul of the University of California could have been
pleased with the content and interpretation of Williams' article.
Students were being prepared for their "life's work'' earlier and yet
there was no unpleasantness about tracking.

Williams could suggest that

the economic needs of Los Angeles were being met and that students were
training for the semiprofessions with enthusiasm.
Enrollment patterns, survey results, and student comments,
where available, do not substantiate the view of the national leadership
that the junior college should be a terminal institution.

In Kirby

Walker's survey of Mississippi junior college students nearly one-half
expressed a desire to be elsewhere than the junior college.
percent preferred to be in some other institution:

Forty-six

28 percent would

rather have been at a university, 10 percent preferred a liberal arts
college, and 4 percent a teachers' college.

Fifty-six percent of the

currently enrolled students indicated an intention to complete their two
years and then go on in education.

Walker, typical of junior college
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authorities, attributed this high percentage to "the optimism of
youth. "24
The implications are: Terminal courses must find prominence in
the programs of studies of the junior25colleges, and also, effective
guidance programs must be formulated.
Surveys at Eveleth Junior College in Minnesota and Pasadena
Junior College showed much the same thing.

Eveleth was a well

established junior college in a rather remote part of Minnesota.
1939 it showed an enrollment of 317.

In

In a survey that allowed multiple

selections, students were asked for their reasons for attendance at
Eveleth Junior College.
function.

Forty-nine percent said the convenience of the college was a

major reason.
reason. 26

Sixty-one percent identified the transfer

Only 37 percent listed vocational education as a

In Pasadena, with 4,837 students and a strong California

tradition of terminal education, half the students were enrolled in
"preparatory courses," 35 percent in "terminal cultural courses", and 16
percent in vocational courses. 27
The lack of consistency in terminology and method in these two
reports cannot obscure the fact that after a decade of literature
supporting terminal education, students even in large urban areas like
Los Angeles, still focused on transfer programs.

Whether the 35

percent of Pasadena students reported as in ''terminal cultural courses"
actually understood this implication is less than certain.
In an article on junior colleges and high schools, George
Jensen, principal of Sacramento high school compared students in Form A
and Form B.

Form A students were "fully recommended" for transfer to

the university.

Form B were students "non recommended" for university
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work.

Still "non-recommended students who went on to higher

institutions" comprised 39 percent of Sacramento's graduates.

To

Jensen, this meant that guidance was needed.
The old university idea that no student should be admitted who
is not fully qualified to guide his own course has always been
unsound and always will be . . . this is merely a way which
universities have been ex~using
themselves from the assumption of
proper guidance programs. 8
Junior colleges cannot ignore this function but must "set up guidance
programs to prevent many of the Form B students from" programs "where
nothing but failure awaits them." 29
A somewhat different approach with a similar content was taken
by J. O. Creager who wanted the junior college to be an "iconoclastic
institution."

He carried this metaphor further talking of St. Articular

Sclerosis and St. Selectivitis.
smash these icons.

Junior college iconoclasts were to

He used this piece of doggerel to refer to the

pretensions of the universities:
We are the sweet selected few
May all the rest be damned
Hell was made for the residue 30
We'll not have heaven crammed.
Like Jensen, he was expressing his opposition to university traditions
and expressing the perspective of the junior college leadership in a way
that leaves unclear what the logical extension of his argument would be.
Are students to be guided to lesser fields or should we expect higher
education to change its methods to meet differing needs of students?
One writer put it rather scathingly.

To George Mott, the

parental doctrine appeared to be "send Willie to school so he won't have
to work as hard as father." 31
sympathetically.

Grace V. Bird put it more

The student, she said, wanted "a small card of
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admission to occupational activity." 32

It was clear to Mott and Bird,

perhaps from very different perspectives, that students were as
interested in social status question, certification, and mobility as
they were in learning or serving social needs.
After the statistical work and surveys, writers on the junior
college continued to reveal doubts and confusion as to the nature of
their enterprise.

As seen in these two examples, the use of anecdotes

and paradigms continued to give a variance in emphasis on the dominant
line that junior colleges should emphasize terminal, semiprofessional,
or citizenship/social efficiency training.

Eells might claim that

fifty percent of California junior college enrollment was in terminal
education, but A. J. Cloud could not help but note that fewer than onesixth of the junior college courses could meet the vocational definition
of the California Plan for Trade and Industry. 56
"The strong patronage of academic curricula" wrote Aubrey
Douglass "seems to show that the people themselves are going to help
determine the 'functions' of the various units of the school system."
He wondered if educators had not overreached themselves in trying to
determine "educational needs."
concept of needs.

He spent some time discussing the

In a section entitled "Social Distinctions a Powerful

Influence," Douglass gently suggested that vocational and manual
training had a low social esteem which the pleadings of educators were
not likely to change.

In a model of understatement he wrote, "In many

cities stigma attaches to attendance upon vocational schools."

He

doubted that either guidance or better designed vocational curriculums
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would do much good.

At best he thought they would be a "partial

corrective." 34
The demand has been ... much stronger for academic training
. What is the cause of this tendency? One thing seems certain: The
cause is deep seated, and it has operated for many years. The
probabilities are that it will continue to operate. If it does our
well-laid plans for terminal courses, especially of a vocational
nature, are likely to be ineffective ... Students seek out the
academic curricula of the senior high school, the junior college, or
the college because social approval attaches to them to a very great
degree. 5
CONCLUSION
Leadership ideology showed only a weak influence over the junior
college curriculum.

Despite exaggerated claims, vague terminology, and

inflated statistics, it seems clear that preparatory education
maintained its popularity over terminal education in terms of student
enrollment. Such terminal/vocational/semiprofessional curriculums as
there were, were largely extensions of manual training and business
courses from the high schools.

Junior college leaders were repeatedly

forced to admit that students were voting eloquently with their feet for
transfer education.
Enrollment studies buttress the anecdotal evidence that terminal
education was a concept toward which the general population was
indifferent at best.

The literature presents no evidence that the bulk

of students had any understanding of terminal as against preparatory
education.

On the contrary, there is evidence that strongly suggests

students operated in terminal programs at schools like Los Angeles
Junior College, as if they were preparatory programs.

Ratios of

students in terminal programs noted by program proponents have no
relationship to ratios of students who transfer to four year schools.
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At whatever rate students enrolled in "terminal" curriculums, they
appeared to transfer to the university at a much more uniform rate and a
rate that shows remarkable consistency across states.
Student characteristics further cast doubt on the "terminal"
character of junior college.

Social economic levels of junior college

students reflect those in the high schools and the colleges.
anomalies appear in these data.

Two

Enrollment of children of professional

groups in junior colleges sharply exceed those in high schools.

And

enrollment of students with fathers in agriculture is lower in the
junior college than in state universities.

Given the distribution of

junior colleges in smaller rural towns, these data suggest that students
of professional and proprietor groups interested in upward mobility were
disproportionately attracted to junior colleges.
Although it was apparent before 1940 that different kinds of
junior colleges served somewhat different purposes, preparatory
education was more popular in every type.

Los Angeles Junior College

with several thousand students in the midst of a burgeoning urban area
had different programs and different emphasis than a rural Iowa junior
college with less than 100 students enrolled.

Economies of scale alone

would define a much broader role for LAJC than for Red Oak, Iowa.

But

the complaint of terminal education proponents is everywhere the same:
students prefer the preparatory course and hence are making bad choices
in many cases.
Junior colleges would have grown in the east and industrial
cities first had the national junior college leaders been correct in
their assumptions about terminal education and the semiprofessions.
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Instead, the terminal education lobby was faced with western and midwestern semi-rural junior colleges where the largest enrollment in
"terminal" education was teacher training.

The data show that not only

was the preparatory program the curriculum of choice, but it maintained
its popularity over at least twenty years' time.
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CHAPTER VI
LEADERSHIP IDEOLOGY AND PUBLIC ASPIRATIONS
INTRODUCTION
In spite of its popularity, the junior college lacked definition
and failed to attain clarity of purpose in the minds of the public and
professionals alike.

The mission for the junior college which was

derived from the ideology of the leadership failed and was later
abandoned.
sources.

The dissonance which eroded this ideology arose from several
The leadership ideology failed to take into account the social

goals which produced popular support and the status needs of those who
had professional interests in junior college employment.
Three dissonant elements appear in the history of the junior
college to contradict the ideology of the leadership.

These elements

lay the groundwork for changes in rhetoric and ideology that follow the
Second World War.

The most obvious contradiction of leadership rhetoric

was the failure of students to enroll in terminal programs in numbers
sufficient to validate those ideological concepts.

Second, junior

college faculty and staff had a clear concern with status issues and an
equally clear preference for the style and trappings of baccalaureate
colleges rather than high schools and secondary education.

Third, the

geographic distribution of public junior colleges contradicted the
leadership ideology.

Junior colleges arose in areas which had no

relationship to the ideological focus of the leadership.

The leadership

promoted terminal education for the semiprofessions, the rationale for
150
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which was found predominantly in eastern industrialized areas.

Public

junior colleges grew in rural mid-western and western states.
By the 1940s, voices in the junior college movement which
objected to the emphasis on terminal education began to find strength.
The dissonance gave rise to a modified ideology which focused on
individual growth and development rather than social or industrial
needs.
The rhetorical expression of the leadership ideology manifested
the dissonance in the movement.

The conflict between leadership

ideology and social reality produced a rhetoric that was alternately
plaintive and polemical.

The language and style of argument, those

issues marked for discussion as well as those issues and perspectives
completely or substantially ignored, define the rhetoric of the
leadership ideology.

The conflicting visions of parents and students as

clients of the new colleges, conflicts between leadership rhetoric and
programs of local colleges, and the pattern of growth of junior colleges
before 1940 all reveal profound social issues at odds with the national
leadership ideology.
PARENTS, STUDENTS, LOCAL STAFF, AND THE NATIONAL LEADERSHIP
A fundamental function of all modern societies is to educate
members into productive social positions to which social status is
attached.

American ideology will not allow this allocation to be

determined explicitly by birth.

On the contrary, freedom of choice and

mobility is considered essential to maximize society's potential.

These

abstract values find behavioral expression in American competitiveness,
physical mobility, and aggressiveness in social and occupational
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relations.

Because social status and deference rights are so intimately

tied to wealth, income, and occupation, the issue of access to
occupations has become a major theme in American life.

As education is

understood to be fundamental in gaining access to occupational activity,
the educational system in the United States becomes the focus of public
financial support, social criticism, and political struggle.
With the growth of industrialism and the diversity of emergent
occupations, the landscape of education was made much more complicated.
Subjects, curriculums, institutional structure, the number and level of
institutions were all multiplied.

A related phenomenon was the

professionalization of numerous occupations to complement those
traditional ones of law, medicine, and ministry.

Even when occupations

were not professionalized in some rigorous sense, many required
certification that tended to rise to a near professional level.

Ben-

David's view 1 that the professionalization of occupations and
educational certification of those occupations served to broaden access
to high status occupations is probably near the mark.

This process

created opportunity for increased social status for a population to
which mobility and opportunity were so important.

The junior colleges

are a major symbol of this process in the public mind, but for their own
reasons the leadership of the movement wished to limit the focus of the
junior college to a secondary educational and social level.
The professionalization of occupations was closely tied to the
emergence of higher education in the form of the research dominated
university.

By contributing to the rising level of credentialling of

occupations, the university professoriate promoted the conditions for
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its own continued growth and diversification. 2 Just as the universities
were establishing their role in the employment system, prominent
university leaders such as Harper and Butler promoted the idea of a twoyear college.

University leaders saw the junior college as a rational

part of an educational system which was diversifying and dividing into a
more and more discrete and specialized hierarchy.

National figures in

the junior college movement shared this vision and hence pushed for
terminal education with a focus on middle level professions.
While the leadership pushed for a tracking program in the junior
college, the public saw the junior college as an access point for upward
mobility for their children and its professional employees appreciated
the vision of a new professional field of employment.

Students looked

to the educational advantages of the college, while the staff utilized a
newly emergent occupational category, i.e., professional employment in a
novel educational institution.
dynamic.

This phenomenon created an interesting

A variety of evidence illustrates the sensitivity of junior

college professionals to their own status.

The multiplicity of views

regarding junior college "functions" suggests the difficulties junior
college writers had with issues relating to the allocation function in
the junior colleges.

While junior college students showed strong

preference for programs preparatory to a four-year degree, junior
college personnel could develop little coherence in a concept of
terminal education.

Junior college writers might call for an emphasis

on terminal education, but they could not completely exclude the
transfer function.

Junior college professionals expressed fears of

educating too many at too high a level and hence producing too much
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competition for high status positions.

At the same time they could not

deny the role of the junior college in opening access to many who would
not otherwise have an opportunity to rise.
Aiming Students Toward the Middle Class
Attitudes toward students found in the professional literature
demonstrate the presumptions of rigid ability levels in students and the
perceived need for hierarchy in society.

But the language also makes

clear that there was resistance to a program that channeled students
into pre-approved social levels.

The rhetoric makes this dissonance

clear.
It was commonly held that the purpose of •college was to train
leaders." 3 College education was critical in "the race for leadership,"
and college men represented "the more prosperous classes."

So that the

point could not be missed that social prestige was now associated with
higher education, School Life noted that only one percent of the
population had higher education training but two thirds of those in
Who's Who were college educated. 4 Most writers on the junior college in
the 1920s and 1930s had a more modest goal for the junior college
student.
The problem for the junior college leader was illustrated in a
number of ways.

One of the most curious was a brief report in the pages

of the Junior College Journal on the Chilean novel El Hogar Chileno by
Senen Palacio.

According to the Journal, the hero of the novel is a

middle class boy who gets a smattering of culture in a "gymnasium" then
goes off to get involved in business.

The hero fails, however, because

he cannot compete with better trained foreigners who presumably had more
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practical training. 5 The dichotomy that certain types of education were
good only for certain types of responsibilities was very pronounced in
the literature.

While university and traditional college training might

be appropriate for certain kinds of leadership positions, of all college
students there are "many of whom should never have attempted university
education. 116 Rather, there were lower level needs for a certain type of
student which required a different kind of post-secondary education, the
kind that would be provided in the junior college.
As has been seen elsewhere in this study, the use of "semiprofessional" in the literature, the promotion of terminal education,
and the creation of educational goals focused around social efficiency
and citizenship were expressions of junior college leaders which aimed
at creating an intermediate non-baccalaureate level for large numbers of
post high school students. 7 For Robert Harris, Chairman of the Public
Relations Department at Los Angeles Junior College, the junior colleges
had failed to develop ''common aims" and their public was confused.

The

junior college must justify itself in "terms of social control" and it
must strive "to remedy social maladjustment in youth. 118

In a Junior

College Journal editorial, W. W. Kemp wrote that a failure to cooperate
"had led to the breakdown of our current civilization. 119
Those educational leaders who intended to track students into
the proper slots could be fairly blunt.
Having once conceived of the citizen as we should like to have
him, we can10 work back (to identify) training by which we can produce
this type.
As late as 1945, one writer still wanted the junior college program to
"maintain the social order. 1111

Another wanted students to learn to live
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with "illumined goodwill."

This meant to live happily at whatever

social level they found themselves and to live efficiently. 12
Such sentiments resulted in a strong if imprecise mission to
educate junior college students to a certain level, the intention of
which was to fill certain social roles.

The most common way to refer to

this set of social categories, and surely one of the most painless ways,
was to use the expression "middle class."

The use of this term allowed

the junior college student and graduate to be separated, on the one
hand, from the national leaders assumed to come from elite schools and
the "ordinary stupid, dirty, mechanics-apprentice" 13 on the other.
The New Jersey Board of Regents noted the role of the junior college in
providing post high school education
state itself."

11

if only for the safety of the

The junior colleges should ''be primarily concerned with

the fuller development of civic and social intelligence" and "many
diversified types of work ... "
Junior colleges have strategic possibilities that must be
capitalized, 14in the interests of social stability and enlightened
citizenship.
It also occurred to the board that these students would "represent first
voters." 15 Although these sentiments were widespread and generally held
by the junior college leadership, it was also widely recognized that
students and the staff of local junior colleges did not fit this vision
and resisted its implications to a greater or lesser degree.
President Olney of Marin Union Junior College in California put
the matter boldly.

His insight flatly contradicted all the rhetoric of

terminal education and the semiprofessions.

Terminal education is not

succeeding because everyone, he said, regardless of ability level, wants
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to go to the four-year school. 16 Contradictions of this kind to the
dominant ideology are frequent.

The literature is filled with allusions

to difficulties in establishing a non-traditional program for the junior
college.
face

11

One Junior College Journal editorial mentioned roadblocks that

every junior college administrator who is attempting to do more

than set up a small model of a traditional four-year, liberal arts
college, 1117 but the ideological foundations of the national leadership
were not easy to change.
Status Conflict and Opportunity in the Junior College
In the 1920s, George Zook had done a study for the state of
Massachusetts which resulted in a proposal to establish twelve publicly
supported junior colleges across the state. 18 In a state so dominated
by powerful private institutions, it is no wonder that little came of
this proposal and that Massachusetts remained without public junior
colleges until after World War II.

This situation is clarified by an

annual report presented by John A. Cousens, president of Tufts
University in Massachusetts.
For Cousens, the junior college movement was inevitable
but was a menace to the character of every college in New England unless
the baccalaureate colleges and universities could 11 guide its direction."
Although some private two-year schools might "develop into something
approximately equivalent to ... regular college," for public junior
colleges this would be "impossible." The clientele of public junior
colleges ''will not, in the main, represent college material."

The

demand for two years of college should not be met but "a quite different
objective with a perfectly definite end result should be developed."

He
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refers here to terminal education.

Unless the junior college movement

is restricted, public expenditures will increase, standards will fall,
and the "supreme importance" of a baccalaureate education will pass to
"an agency less well able to perform it." 19
Cousens' position identified the major elements of support for
the program of terminal education at the public junior college.

His

vision accounts, in large part, for the position of terminal education
in the ideology of the junior college national leadership.

But Cousens'

sensitivity on the issue is also strong testimony to the public demand
for increased access to higher education.

Cousens was well aware of the

"inflationary" impact of such a demand and the potential consequence, to
exclusive eastern four-year schools, of a successful demand for
extending educational opportunity.

That Cousens was speaking the

language of the junior college leadership is clear from this item being
reported in the Junior College Journal.
A labor leader, speaking at an AAJC convention, put the
rhetorical and ideological conflict clearly.

In commenting on college

education, he said:
the workers generally yell most vociferously against the college
students who take their jobs and promotional opportunities away. 20
Unfortunately, the reaction of his audience of junior college leaders
was not recorded.
in the system.

These remarks reveals the class bitterness operating

The rank and file needed more education, but also feared

that vocational schools would flood the labor market.

At the same time

the unemployed "should be compelled to continue school" in order to keep
them off the labor market. 21

The ambivalence toward the role of
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education is apparent.

Higher education was a threat if selective but

an opportunity if open to all.
The conflict over status allocation between parents on the one
hand and the national leadership is made clear by this exchange.
President Cousens, as a university leader, spoke the language of the
national junior college leadership.

He sought to deny the educational

access demanded in the bitter remarks of the labor leader.

Parental

expectations of educational access were not the only problems faced by a
leadership whose vision saw students tracked into terminal programs.
Typical of the difficulties is a report by F.G.E. Peterson,
"slightly condensed," to the faculty of Duluth Junior College.

The

report supported the need for a program of terminal education.

This

rather lengthy excerpt suggests the irritation of proponents with the
obdurance and indifference of lay population and students.
I venture to say that if people of Duluth as a whole knew what
could be done in the field of terminal education at this level, we
would be faced with a demand for such training. The junior college
must still be sold to many people. Those people who are interested
in tax reduction alone would unhesitatingly eliminate it, and I am
not sure that all the people who should be its main beneficiaries
are awake to its advantages, the junior college should be the
people's college. It is difficult to accord it that name as long as
a heavy tuition is charged and as long as its curriculum content
caters almost wholly to those who have the means, ability, and
desire to go to college four years or more. 22
The passage suggests that, if people only understood its
benefits, there would be a "demand" for such education.

Clearly the

junior college should not serve those who have "the means, ability, and
desire to go to college four years or more."

The college at Duluth had

apparently been structured to serve the needs of transfer students.
division between the professional expert and the local populace and

The
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their local college leaders is apparent.

In theory, Duluth JuniO'r

College should serve the terminal education needs of the area.

I n fact,

the political forces which created the college, the student body and at
least earlier college presidents and faculty had created a prepai-atory
or continuation school.
Local Junior College Professionals
Within the junior college leadership there was some

sens~

that

the enemies of junior college terminal education were not exclusi vely or
even principally external.

The most serious opposition to the

leadership ideology came from junior college professional staff
themselves.

One example is seen in a 1932 article on junior col lege

public relations.
G. H. Vande Bogart claimed in his article that public pro•motion
was necessary to sustain resources.

For Vande Bogart the objecti ves of

junior college public relations, in addition to financial support-, were
to attract students of 11 superior ability" and to increase enroll 111111ent
all "in keeping with the dignity, the ideals, and the high purpos-e of
our work. 11

For Vande Bogart there is no discussion of terminal

education, middle level students, or semiprofessional training.
wants "superior" students to support the level of student

He

achieve~ment,

and the goal of increased enrollment is to allow the institution

"to

extend its service. 1123 As has been seen several times in the cour1t"se of
this analysis, when issues are taken from the theoretical to the
implementation level, little survives in commitment to terminal
education or semiprofessional training.

The goal of the junior

is to attract better students and more students altogether.

c~ollege

Leadlers of
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local junior colleges did not in their actions wish to sort students and
send the best to the university; on the contrary, junior colleges wished
to enroll the best students they could and as many students as possible.
There is no actual program described in the literature that would
exclude students with high ability even though the theory of terminal
education might imply such a position.
If student choices puzzled and troubled junior college leaders,
they had a clear second level of concern with the staff of the various
junior colleges.

The leadership recognized that many faculty and staff

of local junior colleges were not committed to the terminal programs of
the leadership.

Rather, the faculty and staff tended to seek

opportunities to associate with the university over the high school.

In

one sense the local junior college staff were taking the same line as
students and their parents.

They, too, were interested in the

opportunity for upward mobility inherent in the institutions of higher
education.

Junior college movement leaders who failed to grasp the

weakness of terminal education appeared also to have had no insight that
this lack of local staff support was also fundamental to the failure of
their ideology.
In writing about the American university, Burton Bledstein
observed:
The middle class cultivated and generously supported the
American university and its distinctive character and structure.
The institution provided the testing ground for the kind of world an
energetic middle class sought to create for itself . . . careerism,
competition, the standardization of rules and the organization of
hierarchies, the obsession with expansion and growth, professionals
seeking recognition and financial rewards for their eff~rts,
administrators in the process of building empires . . . 4
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It would cause little damage to this description to substitute
junior college for "American University."
perhaps not object.

Bledstein himself would

The junior college entered the American educational

picture at the turn of the century just as the university was taking on
the full coloration of what Bledstein describes.

The "energetic middle

class" cultivated access to higher education and the junior college was
one access mode for this class.
Bledstein's point is buttressed by data provided in Ben-David
which shows geometric progression in the growth of professional fields
in colleges and the economic life of society.

This evidence places the

junior college in the overall expansion of occupational growth,
certification expansion, hierarchy development, and empire building
mentioned by Bledstein and Ben David.

The words and actions of both

local and national junior college leaders reveal their profound
involvement in the process, no less for their clients, the students,
than themselves as a group.
The commitment to achieving a professional status and stability
for the profession is reflected in the leadership's sensitivity to over
education and the competition for occupations.

Walter C. Eells wanted

junior colleges to provide two years of college education to those who
would "otherwise be denied its advantages,"
and at the same time to dissuade other thousands (of students)
from going on25 to the university to crowd into already overcrowded
professions.
There was an area where the presence of the junior college was
widely heralded in the arena of the professions and that was as a
consumer of graduates with master's degrees.

George Zook, so
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instrumental in the development of junior colleges, confessed in an
early volume of the Junior College Journal that his real interest in the
junior college was its "uses" in higher education.

His main interest

was to reduce the pressure of all ill-prepared freshman on the
university, but it was no small matter that the junior college "will
increase the amount of master's work" at the university. 26
Nicholas Murray Butler, long-time President of Columbia
University who had dreamed of "two year" colleges thirty years earlier,
had cooled to them somewhat by 1931.

Still, he admitted that

universities were likely to find themselves surrounded by junior
colleges.

"Naturally," he said, "their teaching positions would be

filled by university graduates."

It seemed to follow, then, that

"junior colleges, wherever they are, will do well to seek university
affiliation."

He might have added that the university would "do well"

to promote these affiliations. 27 In an article on Kansas junior
colleges, M. D. Durland, Assistant Dean of Engineering at Kansas State
College, found it of considerable interest that increased communications between KSC and Kansas junior colleges had resulted in the
addition of twelve more graduates of Kansas State College to various
junior college faculties. 28
In a new field of employment where certification requirements
were high and physical mobility was great, access to employment
opportunities could be the key to a successful graduate program.

Wise

university leaders made the most of the opportunities the junior
colleges presented.

President Sproul hired a junior college president

to be on his staff at the University of California and there is reason
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to believe that the employment of a math instructor from the University
of Chicago had some role to play in the founding of a junior college at
Goshen, Indiana. 29
Dean Conley of Wright Junior College in Chicago described two
types of junior college teachers.

Those who came up from the high

school tended to overcompensate to prove their worthiness by working
toward the "tradition of academic respectability."

The other type, "the

young Doctor of Philosophy ... fresh from his experience in scholarly
research" is no better off.

It is very difficult, says Conley, to

operate "an educational program based on the needs of students" with
these types of faculty. 3° Conley's concerns identify a problem with
status within the profession.

Whatever the program of the leadership

and its commitment to secondary education, the higher status flowed from
university work and association with higher education.

Conley's

observations are testimony to the pull of status in the program of any
junior college.

The theory of the leadership did not square with the

values of the personnel within the movement as well as the motives of
students and community supporters of the junior college.
James Angell's 1917 observation that the development of junior
colleges was "opportunistic" and "reflected immediate expediency rather
than a thorough going effort to reorganize American educational
practice" seems to have been as true in 1940 as when it was written. 31
Not only was the leadership theory at odds with popular motives, but
junior college professionals themselves were dominated by status
concerns and a fear of competition reflected in a wide variety of
writers on education.
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"Despite ample warnings" said John Barton, "the junior college
remains predominantly a school preparatory for continuation work. 1132
Katherine Denworth wrote:
Must we not come to some conclusion as to the nature of the
junior college? Theoretically we subscribe to the doctrine that it
is secondary; but practically, at least in the East, we strain every
nerve to33imitate the last academic gesture of the four year
college.
As was seen earlier, the literature noted the desire of high
school teachers and superintendents to become their "junior" college
counterparts of faculty and president.

The strong, even emotional,

desire of junior college faculty to separate their institutions from
high school suggests the attractive power of status exuded by higher
education.

By differentiating themselves from high school teaching, the

junior college faculty worked toward the model Ben-David proposed for
the broadening and elevating of status occupations.

In this, junior

college faculty and administrators shared the concerns of parents and
students in gaining higher status.

The rhetoric of the national

leadership, prior to 1940, failed to come to grips with either reality.
The evidence suggests that the leadership was not sensitive to the
contradictions between the social environment and their ideology.

While

junior colleges were popular because they appeared to provide access to
upward mobility, the leadership ideology focused on tracking students
through terminal programs to middle level occupations.

SOCIAL GEOGRAPHY AND THE JUNIOR COLLEGE
Berenice Fisher makes yet another interesting observation of
relevance to the discussion of ideological dissonance in the junior
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college movement.

In a discussion on geographic perspectives as they

relate to industrial education, she notes that the subtleties of
translating national industrial education policies to the local level
are too complex to admit of accurate prediction, but, she suggests, that
if a typology of communities were developed that included "the symbolic
character of the locale" as well as economic and social structure, "a
more systematic picture of the fates ... of industrial education
programs" might be made. 34 Nugent's work on population density and
cultural values of migrating populations further contributes to the idea
that the pattern of public junior college growth involved more than
mechanical factors.

Taken together, Fisher and Nugent identify the

"symbolic character" of those mid-western and western states that gave
rise to the public junior college and contributed so much to its
definition and character.
The peculiar pattern of junior college growth along the
Mississippi Valley, Texas, and California no doubt was partly dependent
on the lower level of competition from private schools.

There is also a

factor relating to population density and the availability of adequate
wealth to support public junior colleges.

However, the new industrial

occupations and the new career opportunities were for the most part not
in the states where junior colleges grew.
Junior colleges appear to have been generally popular in those
states where they existed.

George Zook noted that:

The unwise enthusiasm of local junior college promoters has done
much to call the whole 35
movement into question among traditional
college administration.
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Remembering that Zook's real interest in the junior college was its
potential benefits to higher education, he here reveals the local
enthusiasm for an institution that represented a desire for mobility
through access to higher education.
About the turn of the century V. W. Hedgepeth, a school
superintendent, created a junior college as the extension of the high
school at Goshen, Indiana.

Goshen's system was based on articulation

with the University of Chicago.

The junior college did not last long,

however, because the Mennonites founded a baccalaureate college in
Goshen just a few years later.

Apparently, a junior college no longer

served the needs of Goshen residents with access to a college made so
convenient.
no problem.

The new college's denominational standing apparently posed
Although this is an early period in the history of the

movement, it seems clear that the function of the junior college for the
people of Goshen was exactly that of a preparatory or continuation
school.

This was contrary to the purpose espoused by the national

leadership by 1930. 36
There were reasons to believe, Alexander Inglis said, that the
extension of high school model was not likely to succeed.
If organized as regional schools, they (junior colleges) become
essentially collegiate institutions
with quite different relations
to secondary education proper. 37
Inglis is here identifying the tendency of the junior college to move
away from the high school/secondary model.

When they were physically

detached from the high school and served several high school districts,
their "quite different relations" to high school meant that they modeled
themselves more on the college.

This confirms the description of the
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changes at Santa Rosa, California when that junior college moved out of
the high school.

Students as well as staff were gratified by the

change.
The distribution of colleges in space and the demographics of
those communities which supported junior colleges, suggest that the
college served as a symbol of opportunity and mobility.

Opportunity was

no longer found in the form of free land and agricultural pursuits.

For

states that were predominantly rural, large, and poorly served by other
higher educational institutions, the junior college was a solution to
this educational need.

For populations whose states had been frontier

when they were children, there may have been an added symbolic value in
the junior college movement in replacing the land opportunity of an
earlier day.
By contrast, densely populated eastern industrial states failed
to develop public junior colleges in significant numbers.

Although the

presence of private junior colleges may have retarded public
development, this seems an insufficient explanation given the powerful
growth of the public junior colleges in the Mississippi valley and the
west.

The symbolic value of public junior colleges for upward mobility

seems to have been significant in states which had recently experience
frontier-like social conditions.
The study of the junior college shows that the regional values
of the west and mid-west influenced national educational policy.

The

national definition of the junior/community college was fixed as an
institution promoting opportunity and advancement, in part, because its
character was defined as it evolved among western populations and their
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values.

Berenice Fisher's idea that local symbolic values affect the

implementation of national policies locally is suggested by this
example.

The western emphasis on choice and mobility was influential in

~1

11

the national development of the junior/community college despite the
promotion of terminal education on the part of the national leadership.

CONCLUSION

It could.

be decided by curricular concerns or by organizational structure.

An

analysis of the literature suggests that the national leaders of the
junior college movement answered this question on differing grounds
The national leadership selected secondary because to do

otherwise in the 1920s and 1930s raised a host of unacceptable
Association with higher education raised unacceptable

risks of conflict with university leaders and failed to assure that the
public junior college would receive the benefits of growth in the
secondary education sector.

There was also a need to define and limit

membership in the new occupations.

Expansion of higher education

through the junior college threatened the stability of that process of
definition.

Hence, the creation of semiprofessions with middle level

status, satisfied the need for growth and the need to avoid conflict
with higher education.
For student clients, their parents, junior college
faculty and administration, and other local boosters, the junior college
was a collegiate institution.
acceptance.

I

I

for the junior college could be answered in a number of ways.

consequences.

r
•JI

The question of the proper place in the educational hierarchy

altogether.

~ ..

Terminal programs failed to gain

In the popular vision the junior college was an access

I:

f
!

I
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point to upward mobility.

Even the geographic distribution of junior

colleges suggests than social mobility issues were one of the main
elements of public support.
What characterized the national leadership of the junior college
movement in the 1920s and 1930s in regards to the questions of social
mobility and social stability? They chose a conservative or restrictive
approach in defining the role of the junior college in promoting social
mobility.

Their choice in this approach was influenced, in part, by the

desire to secure their own status position within the hierarchy of the
national educational system.

By relegating the junior college to the

secondary level and promoting terminal education they avoided conflict
with the universities and strengthened their position vis-a-vis local
school taxing authorities.

This choice did not find acceptance among

the local clients of the junior college.
The national leadership of the junior college movement created
an ideology that placed the junior college in the role of secondary
terminal education.

Although the national leaders were not ready to

extirpate the transfer function entirely (after all enrollment and
growth were important), they did wish to relegate the "preparatory" role
to a minor one.

Junior college students, their parents, and leaders of

local junior colleges did not accept these premises in fact, although
local presidents may have paid lip service to them in theory.

Local

citizens did not appear willing to support junior colleges so that their
children could be shunted into second level semiprofessions.
It may well have been true, as numerous studies showed, that
junior college students did not transfer in large numbers.

It may also
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be true that academic achievement has little correlation with
occupational success.

But, as Milner points out, "the visibility of a

positively valued social development may increase the optimism" of even
those not directly involved in the development.

He suggests that the

hope for upward educational mobility may have a stronger stabilizing
effect on parents than on their children. 38 Sending ''Willie" to
college, even to junior college, so that he does not have to work as
hard as dad seems to relate to Milner's argument directly.

In spite of

or perhaps because of the reality, junior college students and their
parents sought transfer programs because they offered the hope rather
than the promise of success.

Without doubt this is not a perception

that could have been accepted or explicitly recognized by the leadership
of a national educational movement.
Evidence of the ambivalence towards terminal education and
preparatory education arose frequently in the literature.

It clearly

frustrated the leadership that terminal programs were not more popular,
but their commitment to terminal education persisted because a viable
alternative was not available from their ideological propositions.

The

leadership declined to view this problem as a fundamental weakness in
their outlook.

Generally, it was treated as a failure to communicate

the real values of the junior college to the general populace.
The incompatibility of the leaderships ideology with the reality
of junior college development is apparent.

Subsequent changes in the

institutional development of junior colleges cast the incompatibility in
higher relief.

While the leadership program before 1940 can be

understood as a labor resources model with a heavy emphasis on social
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stability concerns, by 1940 there is already evidence that this focus is
being replaced by a student development model.

The rhetoric of terminal

education, the semiprofessions, and social control is replaced by
concepts more compatible with the popular aspirations of upward
mobility.
Implications for Policy Considerations
Leaders of the junior college movement planned an institution
that would prepare students for the mid socio-economic levels for middle
level occupations.

In doing so, they attempted to establish

professional criteria and utilize scientific method.

They studied

ability levels of students to understand how many students were
appropriately equipped for this occupational level.

They studied, in

rudimentary ways, how many of these positions were expected to be in
demand as the economy developed.

They rarely asked prospective students

how many wanted this kind of training much less how many wanted the kind
of social life that resulted from these occupations.

Writers of

national prominence on the junior college were dominated by a specific
set of values and a social outlook which limited the number of
alternative they were able to consider.

This outlook arose from their

social position and from their concerns as a group of professional
educators.

This complex of forces predisposed them to ignore or

overlook a powerful general social value in the larger society; namely,
the high value placed on upward social mobility by the general populace.
The phenomenon of professional and bureaucratic indifference to
the implications of social values is not unique to junior college
leaders of this period nor to educators in general.

The increasing
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complexity of modern social life has a tendency to produce
particularistic views of social functions.

In this case it is difficult

to determine what the impact of the leadership's view was on the
development of the junior college.

Did the divergence between the

leadership view and the popular view of the junior college retard the
development of the junior college? To answer this question studies of
the junior college quest in particular states must be undertaken.

Had

the leadership taken a more popular view and espoused the role of access
to higher education, would junior college growth have been even greater
in this period? Had they done so, opposition from universities would
probably have been much stronger.

Given the attitudes of Robert Gordon

Sproul and the like, the promotion of junior colleges as pathways to the
baccalaureate might have had a negative impact on junior college
development, even in California.
On balance, the ideology of the leadership appears to have had
rather little impact on the development of junior colleges at all.
Their ideology did not stimulate public junior college growth in the
east where public vocational schools might have been popular according
to their vision, and neither did their rhetoric appear to retard the
growth of junior colleges in the west and mid-west where its purpose was
clearly to provide access to higher education.
Given the decentralized educational system in the United States,
the influence of national spokesmen must have certain limitations.

For

the manager of a specific institution, the consequences of this have
always been clear.
house.

It is a long way from Washington to the local school

Constructive options were probably missed because the leadership
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presumed to impose an ideology on the junior college system and ignored
the common social motives that were so much a part of the growth and
development of junior colleges.
From a larger policy perspective the institutional development
of the junior colleges provides an example of the dangers inherent in
dismissing local and regional cultural values.

The symbolic power of

the frontier and its implied meanings of freedom and opportunity played
a role in the development of the junior/community college that was
transparent to the national leadership before 1940.
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